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First Weekly Newspaper
in Kentucky to be Granted
Associated Press Membership
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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, October 25, 1951

SCHOOL SECRETARIES MEET HERE

IS Will Open At 6
• Close At 4, CST,
General Election
Be Held November 6

location of the voting
s for each precinct in t he
ty, together with the election
, named in sequence of
k, sheriff and two judges re'rely, are listed by Sheriff
,s as follows:
Mrs. J. D. Stephens, pictured
,Laceton No. 1—Henrietta HoMrs. Carl Strong, R; Mrs. at right, front row, was elected
Satterfield, D.; P. L. Hop- president of the first western reand Mrs. Lucy Satterfield, gional meeting of Kentucky Association of School Secretaries
ton No. 2—Elks Building: held at Butler High School SatJohn T. George, D. Luther urday. Miss Ruth Lassiter, of
'eight, R.; Mrs. Roy Tow- Murray, was elected vice-president, a n d Miss Atha Stallings,
D, and Ray Baker, R.
ureton No. 3—Police Station: Princeton, secretary. Miss StalLois Thomason, R.; Mrs. lings is pictured fifth from the
Satterfield, D.; Hoyette left, back row.
, R., and Mrs. Frances
ice, D.
-*ton No. 4—Ratliff hardstore: Mrs. Charles Hobe; L C. Lisman, D.; Mrs.
Clift, R., and Mrs. John

The meeting was held at Butler High School with lunch served by the Future Homemakers
Club under the direction of Miss
Alma Harkins, home economics
teacher. A girls sextet gave two
musical numbers and Mr. Ruel
Cairnes, school superintendent,
extended a welcome to the group.
theiss--aELsie Forman, secretary
at Union College, Barbourville,
and also state president of KASS,

Northside Church
Almost Completed
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Revival Is Scheduled
No. 5—Jacob produce
• Mrs. R. D. Farmer, R.; In New Building From
Ernest Childress, D.; Mrs.
Oct. 29 To Nov. 7
Jarvis, R., and Rogers
A revival will begin Monday
D.
'..g,
ceton No. 6—Walker's gar- in the auditorium of the new
Mrs. Mac Sheridan, D.; $40,000 Northside Baptist Church,
r Ramey, R. Mrs. Pearl which is almost completed, the
tt, D., and M r s. Charlie Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor, an, R.
nounced this week.
;mon No. 7— Butler High
All brick work on the outside
Robert Coleman, R.; Mrs.
and carpentry work on the inside
eland Hays, D.; Mrs. L. C.
is now complete and work on the
. D. and Robert Young, R.
strecture will be finished
entire
ceton No. 8--Orange buildporch is built, the pasMrs. W. W. Whitis, D.: Ar- when the
tor said.
Whorton, R. Mrs. J. 11. NichD. and Mrs. Mack Clift, R. , The auditorium seating oapaLIceton No. 9—Needmore: city is 400 and there are 17 Sun:on Perry, R.; Joel Boitnott, day School rooms, four on the
illloughby Casper, R., and J. first floor and 13 located in the
basement.
me, D.
At the revival, which will conn No. 10—Princeton
Mrs. S. 0. Catlett, D.; Mrs. tinue through November 7, the
Taylor, R.; Lucian Ladd, evangelist will be the Rev. Joe B.
d Mrs. Novella Cartwright, Crouch, pastor of Lake Level Bapbet Church, Bassett, Va. Cecil
•reton No. 11—Eddy Creek: Smith Will conduct the song serTravis Cummins, D.; Chester vices.
king, R.; Ellis (Pete) Jones,
A morning service will be held
d Mrs. Amby Hartigan, R. at 10:45 during the first week
on No. 12—Steger Lum- only, Rev. Parrett said, with serYard: Mrs. Ray Farmer, R.; vices scheduled for 7:30 p. m. evAdamson, D.; A. F. Han- ery night from October 29 through
5, and Mrs. L. D. Pickens, November 7.
naldson No. 1—Farmersville:
J. W. McChesney, D.; EdMcNeely, R.; Mrs. Leonard
. D., and Luther DeBoe, R.
ldson No. 2—Ben Yanbasement: Paul Vinson, R.;
r Lowery, D. A. E. Turley, Business Manager Names
Mrs. Otto Beckner, D.
New Superintendent And
aldson No. 3—Briarfield:
Floyd Hobby, D.; Brady Siglaboratory Technician
E; Glenn Young, D., and
Employment of a superintendSigler, R.
ent of nurses and a laboratory
No. 4-01d Quinn: technician at Caldwell County
Donald Roberts, R.; RaY- War Memorial Hospital was and Lowery, D.; McKinley nounced this week by Leo WalR., and Porter Tayloe, D. ker, hospital business manager.
ort No. a—Lewistown:
Mr. Walker named Miss JoseClyde Clayton, D.; C. E.
Lynch as the new superOs, R.: R. F. Stalling, D., phine
intendent and James T. SutherTommy James, R.
land, Jr., as laboratory techniort No. 2—Orange's
cian. Sutherland replaces Hugh
Miss Hose Hart, D.; W. C.
P. Erie and Miss Lynch replaces
R.; W. D. Creasey, D., and
Miss Anna Louise Moore, both
Overby, R.
resignedfort No. 3—White School
Mr. Sutherland graduated from
: MTS. Luther Barnes, R..;
University of Louisville in
Buntin, D.; Earl HIllyard, the
1050, with an A. B. degree in
Mrs. Blokie Orange, D.
biology. He later
ort No. 4—Piney Grove: psychology and
State Board of Health
a
attended
Georgia Alexander, D.; Harlaboratory technicians
le, R.; R. B. Thomas, D., school for
at Louisville Geninterned
and
udie Trotter, R.
at Paducah Rivand
Hospital
eral
Oily No. 1—Cobb: Merle
R. George Dunn, D. erside Hospital.
Miss Lynch served for over
Rogers, R., and Earl Wood.
four years as assistant superinJennie Stuart
one No. 2—Hopeon Store: tendent of the
Hopkinsville. She
in
Hospital
Roberta Glass, D.; Tom BurOwensboro
k: Lucille E. Owen, D., and graduated from the
and Daviess County Nurses TrainI Roar, R.
After graduasills No. 1--Crider: Mrs. ing school in 1922.
position
Stone, R.; Johnson Myers, tion, she accepted the
of nurses at
Arthtrr Wigginton, R., as superintendent
the Owensboro Hospital where
• Hugh Yates, D.
years.
is No. 2 — Fredonia: she remained for eight
the next six
Eathleen Perkins, D.; Ru- Miss Lynch, during
hospital superinY. R.; Reginald Phelps, D , years, served as
the Greenville Hosof
tendent
Querterrnous, R.
is No. 3—Flat Rock: pital.
Rowland, R..: Howard
I); Herbert Austin, R., Three Enroll In Air
Blackburn, D.
R. 0. T. C. Program

Two Vacancies At
Hospital Filled
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1951 FOOTBALL QUEEN

Hopkinsville Takes
Second Place In Music
Event; Butler Band
Host To The Visitors

booths have been se, 1 election officers have
earned to conduct the genelection Tuesday, November
or J. Lewis, sheriff of the
:nnounced this week Vot..s ill open at 6 a. m. and
at 4 o. m., Central Standard

IN ANT DRUG NNW
NI NAME 7),,,1.4.41.

Madisonville Band
Takes Top Honor
In Festival Here

Number 17

a MEETING
• George W. Filer and Mrs.
ire attending the Area Asof Christian Churches beat Lexington today and
ow,

Johnnie Martin Given
American Farmer Degree

was principal speaker.
Twenty-six secretaries from
Marion, Eddyville, Hopkinsville,
Earlington, Greenville, Morganfield, Dixon, Hawesville, Murray,
Benton, Elkton, Henderson, Cadiz and Mayfield were present at
the meeting.
Next meeting will be held
March 19 at Dixon with Mrs. V.
G. Waggener, assistant superintendent of schools, as hostess.

Price Support On
Corn Set At $1.61
Growers Of Soybeans
In Caldwell Eligible
For Support Loans

Pictured above is Johnnie B.
Martin, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
S. Martin, Route 3, Princeton,
who was one of 10 youths in
t h e state to receive t Is e Future
Farmers highest award, the
American Farmer Degree, at the
National F. F. A. Convention held
recently at Kansas City.

Senator Withers To Be
Speaker At Democratic
Rally Here Saturday
U. S. Senator Garrett L. Withers will be guest speaker at a
Democratic rally to be staged
Saturday, October 27, at the
courthouse, according to Judge
William Pickering, campaign
chairman.
Judge Pickering also said that
a cash grand prize will be awarded the oldest Democrat present
and other prizes will be awarded
to Democrats present who are 75
years-of-age or older and who are
residents of the county.
The Democrats have opened
campaign headquarters, the judge
said, on the West Court Square,
upstairs in the Lisanby building.

Seven County Youths
Receive Draft Call
Seven youths from Princeton
and Caldwell county have received orders from Draft Board No.
9 to report to Ft. Meade, Maryland, on October 31 for induction
into the armed forces.
They are Tommy Cuyler Glenn,
426 South Harrison; Donald Lee
Phelps, Route 3, Dawson Springs;
Rupert Gerald Ray, 400 Shepardson; Elvis Marlin Casper, Route
5, Princeton; Bobbie Joe Tackwell, Route 1, Fredonia; William
Henry Creekmur, Route 3, Dawson Springs, and Roy Burton
Cummings, Route 3, Dawson
Springs.

Corn price support loang for
Caadwell county has beeri announced at $1.67 a bushel on
1251-crop corn grading U. S. No.
3 or better, or 4 on test weight
only, according to Willis S. Traylor, chairman of Caldwell county PMA.
Caldwell county growers of
soybeans may also obtain price
support loans on crop of beans in
approved warehouse stOPage, he
added. The loan rate on soybeans
is $2.43 a bushel for green and
Yellow grading of two or better
and containing 14 per cent moisture.
According to Traylor, the national average corn price support level is $1.57 a bushel, up
ten cents a bushel from the $1.47
a bushel average support for the
1951 crop.
He stated that the compactible
rate in the price support program
for 1950 soybeans in all Kentucky counties was $2.03. Soybean
loans will be available from harvest time through January 1952.
Loans for corn are available
through February 29, 1951 and
will mature July 31, 1952.

The Madisonville High School
band, under the direction of
Dean Dowdy,took first place honors while competing in the Western Kentucky Band Festival here
Saturday night. The Butler band
was not eligible to compete since
it was host band.
A crowd of about 1000 saw the
event, which was sponsored by
the Princeton Kiwanis Club and
held at the Butler High School
stadium.
Second place went to the Hopkinsville High School band, under the direction of C. A. Woodall, Jr. Others competing in the
event included the bands of
Franklin-Simpson, Trigg County,
Murray, and Mayfield.
Trophies to the Madisonville
and Hopkinsville bands were
presented by United States Senator Earle Clements, who w as
honor guest for the occasion.
The bands were judged on
both marching a n d playing.
Judges were Joseph Hart, band
director at Reitz High School at
Evansville, and Goodwin Thompson, of Georgetown College.
Frankie Schoats, of Murray,
took top honors in the twirling
contest, with Dottie Boyd, Butler High School, second, and Laura Laridrum, Franklin-Simpson
High School, third. Trophies
were presented to these winners
also by Senator Clements.
After the contest all the bands
were massed for the playing of
"My Old Kentucky Home" and
"The Star-Spangled Banner".

King And Queen For
Fredonia Hallowe'en
Carnival Selected

Kings and queens for the Hallowe'en Carnival to be had Friday, October 26, at the Fredonia
High School gymnasium have
been selected, it is announced.
Those selected and the class
they represent are:
First grade—Billy Bugg, king;
Dietra Paris, queen; second grade
—John Ray Baker, king; Peggy
Bugg, queen; third grade—Douglas Byrd, king; Patsy Kemp,
queen, and fourth grade—Glenn
Cox, king; Sandra Coleman,
queen.
Fifth and sixth grades—David
Wigginton, king; June Perkins,
queen; seventh grade — Billy
Phelps, king; Barbara Howton,
queen; eighth grade—Kenneth
Winn, king; Sara Ray, queen;
ninth grade—Glenn Roberts, king;
Loretta Howton, queen; tenth
grade—Ted Feagan, king; Patsy
Mrs. Denham Granted
Dortch, queen; eleventh grade—
Life Membership In
Jack Baker, king; Rosalie Oliver, queen, and grade twelve, LeLegion Auxiliary
Mrs. W. S. Denham, gold star roy McNeely, king, and Alinda
mother of World War I, was Villines, queen.
granted life membership in the
Carlisle Orange Unit No. 116 of Eugene Coley Returqs
the American Legion Auxiliary
Home From Germany
at the monthly meeting here last
Sgt. Charles Eugene Coley who
Thursday.
Mrs. Denham was presented a has been released from active
duty with the U. S. Army, has remembership card and corsage.
Also at the meeting it was an- turned to Princeton from seven
nounced that a district conference months spent at Berlin, Germany.
Sgt. Coley, the son of Mrs. Luof the American Legion Auxiliary will be held in Paducah next cille Sherman, and grandson of
Tuesday. Previews were given of Mr. J. B. Bohannon, South Semthe reports which will be read at inary street, plans to remain in
this city.
the Paducah meeting.
Mrs. Roy Rowland, Jr., chairman of this month's program RETURN TO PRINCETON
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Goodwin
committee, introduced Mrs. S. 0.
Catlett who spoke on the educa- and daughter, Martha Sue, of
tion of war orphans. The meeting Harvey, Illinois, have moved back
concluded with recreation pro- to Princeton to make their home.
Mrs. Goodwin is the former Miss
vided by Mrs. Dorothy Pryor.
Jean McCaalin, of Princeton, and
Mr. Goodwin is the son of LawFILM TO BE SHOWN
A British film, "Anna and the rence Goodwin, also of Princeton.
King of Siam", will be shown in
Mrs. William G. Larkins is visthe chapel services at Butler
High School Friday. The public iting Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gregory, Paducah.
is invited.

elebrate Golden Anniversary

Freedom Crusade Drive
To Begin Here Monday

T h e Crusade for Freedom
membership drive for Caldwell
county is to be held October 25
through November 3, it is announced.
Booths will be set up in several places in the city, according to
Chairman Fred Jake, where citizens will be given an opportunity
to make contributions.
Contributions received in the
campaign will be used in this naForce
tion's fight against Communism,
Three county students at West- it was explained.
have
ern Kentucky State College
CALLED OUT OF TOWN
enrolled in the school's Air Force
Dr. W. K. Willis was called to
ROTC program, it is announced. Deleting Green Tuesday because
They are Jimmie Bores, James
Milton, Jr. of the iligges of his father.
F. Mick and James L

r

Mr and Mrs. John S. Stinebaue, HopktnsvIlle street,
will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary Saturday, October 27, 1951.

Community Meetings To
Be Held In Different
Communities To Explain
New 4-H Organization
Twenty-four temporary 4-H
leaders from 24 separate neighborhoods throughout the county
v oted to organize and start a
Caldwell 4-H Association at a
dinner meeting held last Thursday at the Princeton Hotel.
Ivan C. Graddy, assistant state
agent from the University of
Kentucky and principal speaker, explained how the association
would benefit boys and girls between the age of 10 and 21 by
giving each an opportunity to become a 4-H club member. He also
stated that better livestock and
projects could be had through the
functions of a 4-H association.
Harry B. Gibson, field agent in
4-H club work for Western Kentucky, gave a talk on 4-H work,
stating that 4-H is the largest
rural organization for youth .jn
Pictured above is Miss Joan Mitchell, daughter of Mr. and the warld.
Mrs. 011ie W. Mitchell, Madisonville street, who was crowned
H. W. Whittenburg, also assisfootball queen at the Princeton-Morganfield football game this tant state agent from U. K., exmonth. Miss Mitchell also is secretary of the Teen-age Club, vice- plained, after the group voted to
president of the Youth Choir at the First Baptist Church and was start the association, that now
voted "best all-around" girl of the senior class. She is president is the time to start the program
of the Mixed Chorus at Butler High School.
if it is to be a success.
leaders at the meeting, it was
First Baptists To Be
decided, are to hold community
and neighborhood meetings
Host At Conference
throughout the county along with
the help of the extension office
to explain the association.
Leaders attencling the dinner,
which was sponsored by Steger
and Princeton Lumber companies, were:
Local Post Receives
I William L. Adams, Friendship;
First Place Honors
!Otte Clayton, White; Wilburn
In Both The Kentucky
Crowe, Crossroad; E. P. Franklin,
Shady Grove; Curtis George, DuAnd National Contest
Johnny Gentry, Mt. HebVeterans of Foreign Wars, Post laney;
5595, was presented both national ron; J. L. Hayes, Pleasant Grove; .
and state awards for community Roy Howton, Hall; Clifton Jackservice work at a meeting of the son, Liberty; Charles P. Jones,
Varmint Trace; E. W. Lamb,
organization last week.
V. F. W. Department Comman- Cobb, and Sam Littlejohn, Lewisder Bill Francis, Lexington, pre- town.
Maxwell Morgan, Farmersville;
sented members of the post with
a check from the National Head- Clarence Nichols, Bethany; Lawquarters V. F. W. commander rence Rogers, White School;
REV. JOHN WELLS
and with a trophy as the state Roosey Roberts, Quinn; Raymond
Sigler, Rufus; Kermit Sigler,
The First Baptist Church here award.
will be host to the Western ReThe local post received these Briarfield; Woodrow Thoma s,
gion Pastor's and Laymen's con- first place honors sifter compet- Piney Grove; Eura Vinson, Good
ference Monday through Wednes- ing with 124 other V. F. W. posts Spring; James Wallace, Eddyville road; Boyce Williamson,
day of next week, the Rev. H. G. in Kentucky, it was said.
M. Hatler, pastor, announced this
Also at the meeting, the cham- Hopson; Reginald Phelps, Fredoweek.
pionship trophy for the V. F. W. nia, and Howard Pickering,
Speakers and leaders at the Softball League was presented to Scottsburg.
Others attending were Rumsey
meeting will include Mrs. J. 0. Lowell Hobby, manager of the
Williams, of the State Baptist Caldwell County Times Softball Taylor, Jr., Sam Steger, John McKinney and County Agent R. A.
Sunday School Board; C. R. Dal- team, the league winner.
Another presentation was made Mabry.
ey, of Georgetown College faculto
Jones,
Murl
which
a
was
life
ty; Edwin Richardson, of Bethel
College; Rev. Eldred Taylor, R. membership in V. F. W. Nation- Hopkinsville Will Be
B. Hooks, J. H. Maddox, D. Ar- al Home, Eaton Rapids, Michigan.
Tigers' Next Opponent
thur Dailey and Rev. John Wells,
all of the Baptist Home Mission
Butler High School's grid squad
Board.
will meet Hopkinsville away
The conference, which will
from home Friday night for the
open at 10 a. m. Monday, is open
sixth game of the season.
to the public and not restricted
The Tigers had the week off
to pastors, it was said.
from battle last week, while the
A special program will be ar- Guy Blythe Sentenced
Junior squad played two games.
ranged for members of the Wom- To One Year On Charge
Contests between Butler and
en's Missionary Union in this reMadisonville last Thursday and
Of Stealing Chickens
gion on October 30.
between Butler and Trigg CounJudge H. F. S. Bailey, Madisonty last Monday ended with idenville, presided at the opening of
Rev. Filer Attends
tical tying scores of 6-6.
Caldwell County Circuit Court
The bout with Madisonville
March Of Dimes Meet
Monday morning with CommonThe Rev. George Filer, county wealth's Attorney Alvin Lisanby featured the blocking performcampaign chairman of March of representing the state. Probation ance of the Butler line, with
Dimes, attended a sectional pre- cases were reviewed and the jur- Simpson and Drennan playing
campaign meeting for represen- ies were impaneled also Monday, their best game. Cotton ran 15
yards in an end-round play in
tatives of seven counties at Hop- it is reported.
kinsville last week.
S. J. Satterfield was chosen as the second quarter. The Tr igg
Purpose of the meeting was to foreman of the grand jury. Oth- County game was marked with'a
give county chapter and March of ers on the panel are Willis Hodge, fifty-yard pass in the second
Dimes representatives an oppor- Argyle Goodaker, W. L Gran- quarter from McMican to Mctunity to exchange information on staff, Edd Darnell, Robert Simp- Connell and several end-round
campaign ideas and experiences son, Hiawatha Coleman, Jessie plays in the third period.
and to enable state-wide March Bogle, Brady F. Sigler, Cecil
of Dimes workers to help them Shelton, Hugh E. Blackburn and 21 Admitted; 17 Are
make plans and preparations for H. C. Adams.
Dismissed At Hospital
the coming drive, it was said.
Members of the petit jury are
Counties invited to send repre- Logan Bugg, Garland Tandy, Those admitted at the Caldwell
sentatives to the meeting, besides Champ Oates, Maxwell Morgan, County War Memorial Hospital
Caldwell, were Christian, Trigg, W. L. Bodenhamer, Clay Wilson, since last Thursday were Clinton
Lyon, Hopkins, Muhlenburg and Kenneth Spickard, Robert Brown, Miller, Mrs. Nell Cartwright, Miss
Todd.
011ie Cummins, Louarci Jordon, Patsy Kennady, M r s. Elizabeth
C. N. Adams, E. P. Franklin, Winters, Mrs. Mary Grace French,
George Hill Takes Job
Sam Steger, R. P. Ray, Edward Billy Wynn, Eddyville; Sara
With Army Audit Agency Young, Paul Sheridan, James D. Groom, colored; Mrs. Jessie HolGeorge D. Hill, Hopkinsville Mashburn, Hugh Yates, Mitchell lomsm, Mrs. Louise Kevil, Wilstreet, has been recalled by the Clift, Roy Howton, Julian Little- liam L. Lamb, Mrs. Carl MurU. S. Army Audit Agency as In- page, Rene McConnell, R. L. phey, Mrs. Myra Kelly, Louella
Hamilton, colored; William Dougdustrial Cost Accountant, Lone Asher and M. S. Lowery.
Guy Blythe w a s convicted las Harris, Mrs. Wendalee Gray,
Star Unit, Red River Arsenal, at
Texarkana, Texas. me Hill was Tuesday and given one year in the Mrs. Cordie Fletcher, Charlie
with the Army Audit Agency at state penitentiary at Eddyville Harris, colored; Mr. Jack Wells,
Wood, Missouri, on a charge of stealing chickens. Mrs. Otistean Thatcher, Gordon
Ft. Leonard
A motion for suspended sentence McGough and Cecil Cox, Marion.
during World War
Those dismissed were Clinton
Mr. and Mrs. Hill left last Sat- is under consideration.
Miller, Mrs. Nell Cartwright,
urday for Texarkana.
Louie Wisdom Promoted Mrs. Mary Grace French and infant, Billy Wynn, Eddyville, LamFIRE DESTROYS HOUSE
ella Hamilton, colored; Sara
A newly constructed cottage on To Master Sergeant
Louie D. Wisdom, of Princeton, Groom and infant, colored; Mrs.
Kentucky Lake owned by Jess
Riley was destroyed by fire Sat- husband of Mrs. Dorothy Wisdom, Otistean Thatcher, Summer Jorurday night, it is reported. Most has been promoted to master dan, Mrs. Evelyn Burke and inof the furniture and clothing be- sergeant after completing six fant, Alfred Redden, Regan Cunlonging to Mr. Riley, who is a years of Army service, according ningham, Dawson Springs, and
former resident of Crider, were to an announcement by Army Mrs. Elizabeth Winters and infant.
authorities.
saved.

V. F. W.Recognized
For Its Work In
Community Service

;
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torsi changes. That is the case, of the really worth-while mem- our neighbors are
in this observer's opinion, with bers of the legislature will want at jet ptopelle(i,
the Constitution. It was too nar- to dawdle in Frankfort. They'll government
Ivan,/ Titualosv
rowly conceived to begin with, want to do the job and get along
ONION AIM PUIRSISHIN
52The . S.of:uplarort
and has been too difficult of home.
IIInt•rod au second clam matter at Princeton, ky., under the Act of Congress
m
eiennti(i,or
We've got to make some major culture
id March (I,
amendment since.
recommends no -Cards
of
be
made
13;
should
Out-of-State,
they
SW;
and
changes
lrulscription prices: In County, 13; In Mats,
exspecific
some
take
Let's cents • word. Uneolicited poems. 1 cents
Thanka 11. Resolutions of Respect.
expeditiously as possib I e, person per
a word. Reading notices, to cants a Una
amples. The Constitution sets ex- as
year.
Remember that old game at so- can't resist a bargain, whether
means we've got to apwhich
idEMIIER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.—The Associated Press is entitled is.
not.
or
there
limits
value
is
fan;]5
Fol ks circled, the
act dollar and cents debt
* .
to the use for republication of all the local news printed In this miwe•cial gatherings.
amendment
this
year,
this
prove
A.
t
k
isi
i
.o
i
r
dA
mr
e
om
trey
ri tesritleocu.,,,:
—(Exchange)
,,iitieI '
as well as all Al' news diupatcltel,
for many units of government.
clasping hands as they went
Constitutional
convena
call
or
MEMUsIt KN:NTUCKT PRIM ASSOCIATION
• • •
But a dollar in 1891 was worth
round and round, and singing,
MEMBER NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION
tion (which can't be called now
a whole lot more than a dollar is
"Dollar, dollar, how you wander," Eight-year-old Harry Mason
for several years because of re- list men are
little
determined
Hara
There
Mrs.
is
Capt.
and
of
Joiner,
son
the
bought
dollar
from
1891
The
passed
today.
dollar
silver
as a
married'4
strictions) or continue to limp the typical Army
hand to hand. The game was for ry Joiner, Jr., natives of Prince- crew which is not at all satisfied equivalent of about $4 worth of along in a horse and buggy when
child.
cumbersome
outmoded,
recent
the
issue
in
with
a
pictured
ton,
is
meror
materials
another
services,
goods,
each to slip that dollar to
caught with it in hand. of a Wisconsin newspaper as the way much of our state and local chandise at today's prices.
Should Kentucky counties be consolidated? This was the sub- and not be
conbusiness
government
is
queen
selected
as
girl
escort
of
a
It really was an elusive dollar,
But those arbitrary, dollars and
ject of an article in a recent issue of the Sunday Courier-Journal. but not so elusive as the dollar of homecoming festivities in Spar- ducted.
cents debt limits, have not been
great
of
a
minds
the
in
itself
This is a question that has posed
of today when you set out to sup- ta, Wisconsin. Harr y Mason, That band of progressive indi- adjusted to four times their origmany of Kentucky's foremost citizens for some time. Not a great ply the family larder, clothe your dressed in bow-tie and all, fully viduals just won't take "No"— inal amount.
looked the part of a prince.
even a very emphatic "no" for an We have a badly outmoded sysdeal has been said about the matter openly or in politics as political- tootsies, have your dome trim• • •
ly it is a "hot potato." Not too many of the county office holders med or otherwise attempt to keep When the one-cent postcard answer. They are trying again tem which makes provision for
would take kindly to the suggestion. It would mean that a lot of up with the merry-go-round of passes out of existence next Jan- this year to persuade we voters handling matters which were
that we've got to do something quite important 60 years ago, but
office holders would have to surrender their jobs. Also there would advancing costs.
• •
uary 1, the Government might about our state constitution.
be a lot of antagonism to the idea among the residents of the towns
stop
why
sometimes
well
making pennies. Last time out a call for a con- which are not nearly as imporas
that would have to surrender their county seat status. For these If you wonder
who Postcards are about the last stitutional convention failed. So, tant today as some other things.
man
the
married
woman
the
dared
to
advocate
has
politics
wide
state
candidate
in
reasons no
domestic redoesn't seem to be worth much, thing, I can think of, that a pen- now, they're approaching the im- Juvenile courts and
the idea.
lations courts are almost a newill
women
ny
some
buy.
that
remember
just
perative task of getting the old cessity in our society, but the
That the need for as many counties as Kentucky now has (120)
1891 relic changed by a different Constitution makes no provision
is scarcely debatable. 120 counties is a relic of the "horse and
means.
buggy days" when there were not the means of transportation and
for them.
communication that we now have. Four to five counties or even
As election day, you'll be asked The Constitution allows the
officers
sufof
with
set
the
same
six or seven could be served with
to vote on a Constitutional amend- State Legislature to meet for only
ficient deputies that now serve one county. Government would be
ment which is really "an amend- 60 days. It takes a little time to
a lot more efficient and far less costly than it is now. Counties that
get the bulky machinery of state
ment on amendments."
barely more than exist at the present time would under consolidaThe Constitution now permits government going. That means
tion become a part of a self supporting unit of local government.
new or the shocking could see only two amendments to be sub- that a whole lot of bills are "horse
By Gordon Wilson, Ph. D.
Of course there would be any number of knotty problems to
(Western State College)
these objects, we would probab- mitted to be voted on at any one traded" into passage, or jammed
consider before such a consolidation could be affected even though In the old-fashioned home there ly have a new wave of primitive election. The proposal on which through on Executive order the
you'll vote either yes or no would last days—and far too many state
the people of the various counties of the state were willing for it.
always the beginning of a sculpture.
permit any number to be submit- representatives and senators don't
Transfer or consolidation of debts of many of the counties and their was
a
good
sometimes
And then there were queer ted at any election.
have any real idea about many of
school boards would have to be worked out. Selection of a county folk collection,
seat of these counties consolidated would have to be made. These one. I am not referring now to seed pods; teasel, "monkey- There is no need here to go the bills on which they vote.
are only examples of the problems involved. The advantages of keepsakes as such or to antiques, claws", milkweed, trumpet creep- into all the reasons why our state It's been this department's consuch a consolidation, however, over the disadvantages are weighing objects hallowed by association; er. I have known some of these charter needs some re-doing. tention for a long, long time that
heavily on the minds of a great many citizens of the state who what I mean is a collection of od- to hang in a front room for a Suffice it to say that hardly any a new, incentive wage scale,
would like to see a system of consolidation that would make for dities that nearly everybody has generation, just as appealing, just man-made creation will go along, which would encourage the Asmore efficient and economical local government.
at some time hoped to collect. as odd, as they had been when decade after decade, without sembly to get on with its work,
they were put up long ago. I sus- needing at least a paint job and would result in faster, better,
Dozens of homes in which I pect that all of us are
basically a little repair work. a,
sounder action. Pay them a flat
have visited have had, in the collectors; we merely lack a place Often Our creationePneed major fee,
whether they are in session
front room or out in the yard or to store what we find.
renovation, and important
two months or ten months. None
of
stones
a
pile
porch,
on the back
The flying witches and the screeching hobgoblins prevalent at of various sorts and sizes, which
Halloween may not get you if you are abroad the night of October seemed to the collector an inter31 . .. but the demons of the highways, those huge and terrifying esting lot. Some of these were
motor vans may, if you are not extremely careful.
likely to be actual remnants of
With one-eyed menace (only one headlight burning), like the prehistoric plant or animal forms'
monsters of childhood fable, or, as the law provides, with a variety or their impressions in the rocks.
of lights, frequently in rainbow hues; usually with one set of Some 'ere merely queer-looking
wheels on the dividing or center line, and at least two feet of their and thus attracted the attention
boxcar trailer overhanging the other side of the right-of-way . . of someone.
a few of these house-sized vehicles will be hogging the highways It was a big part of the show to
Halloween night, as on every other night, endangering some who hear someone explain what the
must meet or pass them.
objects were. We used to h ave
The lights, the size of the truck-trailers, their speed and their some pebbles that I had picked
casual, often deliberate, disregard of the rights of others on the up, of which, with a bit of imaghighways, make these giant vehicles a threat to life, limb and prop- ination to help, looked like a
erty wherever they go . . . and especially is this true upon some piece of apple, not a mere Wild
6,000 miles of Kentucky's blacktop roads, not built for such traffic apple that prehistoric man might
and none too wide for two passenger cars to pass each other safely, have gathered or bitten but one
at night.
that had been sliced properly
Many adults now avoid driving at night, when it is possible, by a Russell Barlow knife. I have
because of the hazards created by frequently over-loaded trailers. known arguments to arise as to
Halloween night is one of the most dangerous in all the year on the exact variety of apple; some
inclined to believe it a petrified
which to be on our roads.
Soon, it is anticipated, the truckers will, as happens each two piece of quince. None of us knew
*ars when the Kentucky Legislature meets, come forward with any geology, and, consequently,
nobody laughed at our supposifresh demands for heavier load limits and bigger trailers.
Kentucky motorists, farmers who own and use small trucks, tions, however naive they may
have been. Quaint-shaped pebprofessional men and women who must do considerable driving in
their daily work . . . all these are paying much more to build and bles of all sorts, broken pieces of
maintain Kentucky's highways, in proportion than are the truckers. rock that showed the strata, pebbles that had a hard outer core
' We believe the sentiment against making our highway haeards and some loose, soft sand inside,
greater by increasing the size and weight loads of the big trucks is conglomerations—we h a d many
How much would you be willing to pay
widespread, and that it should be crystalized into action in the Leg- kinds, and so did all our neighto keep thieves off your farm? Our guess is,
islature.
bors. When I found some fossils
-Plenty," because thievery and vandalism can
wreak havoc in poultry flocks, gardens, orand added them to the collection,
chards, and the like.
I had a puzzler, for nobody could
explain how anything so life-like
The answer to your problem is simple and
could still be embedded in stone.
inexpensive. Protective lighting will almost
A recent U.S. visitor to England noted tha
The press is no holier than any other institution grown up
Vegetable objects came in for
invariably keep off intruders as well as night
the farmers of that country have been dewithin the framework of constitutional guarantee. It deserves no their share of
raiding
varmints.
notice, too. One day
prived of many of the liberties still held by
special privilege or consideration. Its freedom is no greater than as I was
U.S. farmers. In July, 1950, the British
For the best in protective lighting, PAR-38
that of any individual or other institution—no greater, but it ground, walking across a new
I found a sassafras root
Socialist government was supervising the
projector type flood lamp', rated at 150 watts,
must always be as great. For freedom of the press is the people's that
had the shape of a Texas
operations of 159 farm owners and 1,489
are recommended. Direct the light away from
right to know. The press, in turn, is obligated to the people, and
farmers because they had not been operating
the house toward the area to be illuminated.
should be loyal to its obligation—to report honestly and fairly, cowhorn. I took it home, smoothed off
their fame according to government decree.
Install the control switch in kitchen'or bedneither taking favors nor granting them at the expense of the gen- nished some irregularities, varit just as our neighbor did
The government has even gone so far as to
room. Most prefer the bedroom because the
eral welfare.
—(Dwight Payton in Overbrook (Kan.) Citizen) his real Texas
dispossess 57 of these farm owners.
switch can be reached swiftly in time of need.
cowhorn, and put
it in one of the corners of the
Nothing will discourage prowlers so quickly
•••
as a flood of light.
parlor, where it attracted for
During good and bad years, the net profit
years almost as much attention
of mimufacturers averages about a nickel,
Many farmers like to keep flood lights on
as a real horn would have.
or five per cent, out of each sales dollar. If
from bedtime till dawn. They. regard it as
The years are many and the years are long since most of us
Iowan farm. Jess* Mateyo', left, end KU hme
all factories made no net profit at all, you
mighty cheap insurance. An inexpensive time
At the World's Fair in 1904
were in the preliminary grades of public school, but there won't be
Adviser Sill Johnson diwess the volu• of wow memos
would still pay 95 cents for every dollar's
switch that will automatically turn the lights
a man who reads these lines who won't remember once more that there was a collection of roots or
the McElroy., poultry how.
off
worth
and
of
on
manufactured products.
whenever you wish can be obone schoolteacher who touched his heart and fired his admiration branches that had grown together
tained
for
this type of operation.
in such a way that all the letters
• ••
tor all time to come.
Even during last winter's sub-zero weather,
of the alphabet, by straining a
Today KU is serving more than 42,000 rural
Rowan County Farmer Jesse McBrayer's egg
Of course there were many teachers, some struck us as good,
In 1929 and 1930, taxes took 29 per cent
customers in 74 Kentucky counties. This is
production dropped only 10 per cent. Dunes
some indifferent and some as just-so-so, but away back yonder little, could be made out. A picof the national income of Russia, 22 per cent
an increase of about 4,500 farm customers
even the worst weather, his 500 White Rock
there was one who will always live in memory no matter what other ture of that collection in the St.
Louis
in Germany, and 21 per cent in Great Britain.
over last year.
layers continued their high egg delivery.
loves have come to us. She was the one who seemed to understand ing REPUBLIC set me to lookfor similar things, but I was
Russia was alleady Communist, Germany
•• •
the little things so many others could not valuate. She was the one
McBrayer attributes this record to his use
soon had the Nazi Socialists under Hitler,
never able to get all the letters
There is more electricity available to
who made geography a glamorous study that whetted one's imagina- in
of inrunersion type electric water warmers.
and
England
my
too
collection. Things like M,
has come under Socialist
Americans than to the people in any country
tion and hunger for far-off places. She was the one who taught us N,
and to poultry house lighting.
rule.
V, Y, and even A were not so
in the world, and since World War II,
that history is not merely a tabulation of dates and personages, but
Not only do the hens drink inure water
The United States has now passed the
business-managed electric companies have
a living story of human progress toward an ultimate goal . . and hard to find, but P, R, S. and Z
when it's kept warm and available, keeping
taxation point reached by Germany and
did not appear soon enough for
doubled
the
country's electric supply.
when she went out of your life, you lost something that never came
egg production high, but caring for the viaEngland just before they became Socialist.
me to add them before I got in•••
back . . .
terers is vastly more convenient.
Will we follow them in government, too?
terested in something else. But in
Never clean or repair an appliance while
Talk to a social outcast who has lost faith in himself and faith many places I have seen the
McBrayer begias lighting his chicken house
be•
•
•
it
is
'plugged
in.
in everything else, and he'll recall that once there was a teacher who ginnings of such an
about the middle of September, keeping the
alphabet colDuring
the
past
summer
more than 2,000
inspired him to look at the stars and to disregard the mud. For that lection.
lights on all night. He has found that the
Kentucky 4-H Club summer campers were
was the common experience of all of us, and each spring that sees
lights
increase his egg production and keep
Gourds
of
HALLOWEEN
many
taught
shapes
how
were
to
by
handle
ENTERTAINMENT
electricity safely, how
IS
the closing of our public schools marks the departure, out of the
the
chickens
cooler by keeping them ftrm
nature
to
exhibit
make
simple
materials.
EASY
Gourds
WITH
electrical
AN ELECTRIC RANGE
repairs, and other
lives of boys and girls, of some sweet character who will always live
crowding.
Lights
during the pullet raising
all
factors
the
of
way
farm
from
large
squatty
electrification by KU farm
ROSTON BAKED MANS • STEAMED BROWN
in their memories because she meant so much to them.
RREAD
season, he believes, save five per cent of his
service personnel.
ones that would hold several dozCHOC-0 LANTERN CAKE • CIDER
The next time you feel impelled to tell the world what a use- en eggs to the small
flock by preventing crowding.
ROSTON EARED MANS: I qt. navy e• Cheat
dancing
therliwirn
less lot of people are in charge of our schools, just try to remember gourds were in many
leant; 6 cape cold water; IA lb. ash petit,
MeBrayer installed an electric water system
net in smell
places.
A
pieces; 2 teaspoons soil; V. teaspoon pepper;
that these same teachers are carrying on in the fashion of those who farm home without its
last year, but already rates it his most valuV. cup
gourd
vine
Mown
cup
lorget;
%
catsup;
1 tocasseen ground roustecti
are hallowed in your memories; try and remember that teachers are or vines was once a
able piece of equipment. Ordinarily he has
rarity.
Mose all ingredienh in deep well cooker (beans
all too often asked to "bring up" the children they did
need
800 layers which consume some SO gallons
not bring Some of this same love for odnot ho sookedl. Turn swihh to low and
reek 5hours.
into the world, and that the average teacher makes a contribution
of water a day. Once it took hint an hour
STEAMED BROWN BREAD. I '4 cups Gershon"
dities expressed itself in whitlam;
to society that even some ministers of the gospel fail to
each day just to haul the water for them. Now
V. cup yellow corn meal; 4 teaspoons baking
make in tling. I would love to own a colpOsnier;
their ministrations. And the next time you are riled because
his labor has been cut at least 50 per cent
ttatp... salt; '', cup raisins, % cup molasses; I egg;
the
1% cups sweet mIlk.
public school teachers ask for a raise in their salaries comparable lection of objects such as I have
lie believes that low cost, dependable elecseen through the years that had
Mix dry ingredients together thotoughly
to wages paid a first-class bartender, just think back to
Cat raisins in
tricity
is responsible for much of his success
your own merely been whittled out, often
half. Add tohins and molasses. Ml,, wilts
beaten egg
school days and to that one sweet schoolteacher you will
with
his
flock.
and
milk.
Poo
Into
never for- quite unintentionally, by m en
well-gronnIN cons.
NU aimed 2/3
get.
full. Any empty Ne. 2 cane may Ise used.
—(A. F. Lockhart in The Trestle Board) and boys as they sat
Cover tightly
around the
with waxed paper or aluminum foil. Mace In
soaker whit
In spite of the increased cost of nearly
house trying to keep from dybeans ter 3 hours.
everything
else you buy today, Reddy kiloing of ennui. Some of these things
CHOC-0-lANTE5N CAKE- 2 cups sifted take
Geer'
watt
s
I I /3 cups sugar; 2%
wages
buy more electric service thy
were artistic, some merely queer.
Mostseene baking liemodmi 1 hamspoon self, 1 teaspoon grated twerp. rind;
ever
before.
Electricity is now, more thus
%
asp vegeI had almost forgotten about
table thott•nint;
cap sweet milli; 1% teaspoons INRecently there has been ionsiderable agitation for taxing
ever,
the
lowest
cost -item in the average
Nile; 2 eggs, unbeaten; 1
ounce chocolate, matttosi.
operatives and mutual corrdianies of all kinds and there is nowco- how odd some of these whittled
family's budget.
a
Sat
lour,
sugar,
things
Woking
were
polyester
until
I
and
read
salt Into lushest
DRUMS
bill in congress which would include many of such institutions
bowl. Drop In shortening. Aid milk and
for AND SHADOWS some years
vanilla and boo
taxes of various kinds. We agree that many of such
St Ire rimed Per 2 calnetec Aid
ago.
eggs end boar 2 nem
companies
are
This is a collection of folk beralnetet. DOI& INOIN It. NW. Ada grated
in direct competition with other businesses that are taxed
orange rind
and that liefs arnong the sea-island NegI. one batter end =CNN CONCISION Is
NO Ohs*, blending
they should not be exempted.
well Arrange barters alternately by
In
roes of South Carolina and GeorWe believe, how eve r, that building and loan
greened pea. Bake Its preheated eve.. at
371110 sc 41)
associations gia and is Illustrated with picestrenet. Pteet take wit% chocolate king.
should get preferential treatment. These institutions began
Decorate vollth
NOON lath-e4aateame, make Mese with
opera- tures of numerous objects whitgent dreg*.
tions fore than a half century ago, and through the years their
ob- tled out, especially as graveyard
ject has been the building of homes and not the making of
money. decorations. If some of the peo—(The Hopkinsville New Era) ple who are forever seeking the
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Customers Corner
Millions of Americans do their
shopping at A&P because they
know they will find:
Good food
Good service
Good values
It you have any suggestions as
to how we can make these good
features at your A&P even
better, please let us know. Maw
write:
CUSTOMER
RELAITONS DEFY.
AMP Food Stoves
420 Lexinetem Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.

3""iirsi 25c
. lb. 10c
2 lbs. 29c

Buckalew and family at Hartford.
Mr. Sam McEiveen, of Jack- coming, returned home with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moms son, Miss., spent the weekend McEiveen Sunday.
and daughter, Pant all of Evans- with Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice. , Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman left
Mrs. Chester Patton and chil- Guess, of Cadiz, assisted by Rev. ville, spent thi weekend with his Mrs.54cEiveen and Mrs. J. M. Mc- Sunday for Louisville where he
dren, all of Evansville, spent last W. B. Watts, pastor of the Fre- parents,. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cormick, who had been the guests will attend a Banker's Convenof Mr. and Mrs. Rice prior to his tion.
week with her mother, Mrs. Ruth donia Church. Burial was in the Moore.
Dunning. Mr. Patton joined them Church cemetery.
here over the weekend.
Mrs. Lynch is survived by her
160 Acres
Two Farms
The Ladies Aid of the Cumber- husband, the Rev. J. L. Lynch;
land Presbyterian church met five sons, Robert Clifton Lynch,
20 Acres and 140 Acres
with Mrs. Euclid Quertermous Henderson; Rance Lynch, BenOwnership Will Change By
and Mrs. Russell Melton at the ton; Charles, Everett and J. L.,
home of Mrs. Quertermous Thurs- Jr., all of Fredonia; a daughter,
day night. Members present were Grace Lynch, Fredonia; her mothMrs. T. R. Akridge, Mrs. Mal- er, Mrs. Jennie Lynch, Lyon
colm Blackburn, Mrs. Ray Black- county; a sister, Mrs. Alvie Guess,
burn, Mrs. Allie Bugg, Mrs. Ruth Kuttawa; a brother, Charlie
Dunning, Mrs. Amble Fuller, Mrs. Knight, and two half-brothers,
Smith Lowery, Mrs. ,Russell Mel- Brad and Pat Guess.
LOCATION. 3 Miles Northwest of Princeton, Ky. Leave Fredonia Pike at Farmenrville Road,
ton, Mrs. Raymond Moore, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
Go 1 mile to Gravel Road, Turn West at Banner, it Mile to C. L. Gore Farm, With New
Dave Perkins, Mrs. Charlie Quer- of Paducah, are the
parents of a
Gravel Road Leading Up to House.
termous, Mrs. Easie Rucker, Mrs. 7 pound, 10 ounce son,
Kenneth
Ray Wigginton, Mrs. Ronald Har- Reed, born at the Riverside
hos160 Acres of Level and Just Slightly
METHOD OF SALE:
per, Mrs. Quertermous and Mrs. pital Thursday morning. Mr.
and
Sale No. 1.—Residence and 20 Acres. An
Melton.
Rolling Limestone Land
Mrs. C. T. Henson of Fredonia
Ideal Close-in Farm. Sale No. 2-140 Acres.
On this 180-Acre Farm, You Will be ImMr. and Mrs. Aubrey Litch- are the maternal grandparents.
Desirable for a City Farmer. Oceans of Grass
pressed with the Nice Fields of Meadow,
field and Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Mrs. Florence Parr, Miss Doroand Water. Sale No. 3. — Together — 100
Wheat and Oats, 30 Acres in Old Pastures,
Paris attended a spiritual sing- thy Parr, Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs.
Acres. Highest Price Adopted.
28
Acres
in
Timber,
Including
ing at Brewers Thursday night.
Annie D. McElroy, Miss Grace
Buildings and
Princeton is a Choice Town to Call Home.
Barn
Lot,
70
Acres
in
Fine
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akrldge vb- Delloe, Miss Imogene Wigginton,
Meadow with
Two Strong Banks, All Kinds of Needed
Young Permanent Pasture (New), 12 Acres
ited their son, Charles, student Mrs. Ina Butler, J. E. Hillyard
Businesses, Excellent School System, Fine
Wheat
go
With
Farm,
Fields of Oats, Fields
at Murray College, Murray, Fri- and C. A. Walker attended serChurches, Good People.
of Fine Fescue, Clover, Orchard Grass, Redday afternoon.
vices at Frances Sunday night.
top, Ladino Clover, etc., 20 Acres Plowed for
Land As An Investment
Mrs. Docie Freeman and Mrs. Rev. Charles Bunce of Paducah
Next Crop. Water: 2 Wells, Ponds and
Land is Our Heritage. (Read Exodus 8, VerMae Freeman and son, Bud- occupied the pulpit.
Spring. 1 Acre Burley Base. Cattle Fence.
ses 2 to 10.)
dy, were Sunday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gordon, of
It is Goat to Represent the Gores' Again,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Greely, Colo.. were visitors of
Improvements -- Good 5-Room Resi'as we Have Sold Several Sales for the family.
Yandell at Marion.
friends and relatives last week.
Mr. C. L. Gore lives at 445 Fairview Drive,
Mrs. T. R. Akridge, Mrs. Char- They also were dinner guests of
dence,
Barn, Outbuildings, ElecHopkbolvillo, Ey., Phone No. 2304-W. Ha
les Baker and Mrs. Earl Hurst Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton Fritricity.
will be on the Farm During Day to Show
Were in Paducah shopping Sat- day night.
You Week Before Sale.
Houston Vinson, a patient at
urday.
FARMERS, IN THE RIVER AREA—See and
Funeral services for MTS. Alice the Veteran's hospital at Marion,
Terms: 1-3 Day of Sale, Balance
Inspect This Little Farm. Buy it on ThursLynch, 57, who died at her home Ill., spent the weekend here with
day, November Ith, at 1 P. M. on Property.
Jan. 1st, 1952, or on Full Possession
here Friday morning, were con- his family. Mr. Vinson is recupWe are HAPPY to Come Back to Princeton and Caldwell County and
ducted at the Macedonia Baptist erating from a recent major opdo amines" With Friends
for so Many Years. See, Write or Call Us When You
church in Lyon county Saturday eration but has not been released
Have Real Estale For Sale. Don't Wait!
The Oldest Land Auction Firm South of the Ohio—
afternoon by the Rev. Robert from the hospital.
Mrs. Minnie Alexander, of
Adairville, spent the weekend
with Miss Nelie Guess and Mr.
and Mrs. L W. Guess in Crider.
Mrs. Kelly Landes spent several days last week with Mrs.
James Landes and son at Prince"WE SELL Tint EARTH"
ton.
—Phone 134-X-SCOTTSVILLE, KY.
Widest Advertisers in the Auction Rusiseon. Listen to Our Advertising Daily at 11:30 A.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam McElveen
M.,
Over Stations at Glasgow, Bowling Green, Eispkinsville and Gallatin. Tennessee.
and Mrs. J. M. McCormick, ef
And
•
I.
C.
CARTER
Jackson, Miss., and Mr. and Mrs.
• COL. CHAS. CART=
. • C. M. CARTER,Ilt.
See, Write or Call Mr. Aaron Davis, Phoenix Building, Hopiansville, Ky., Phone No, 107.
John F. Rice and son, Dick, were
He Is
Our
Legal Representative.---So We are as Ciao as the Nearest Phone. Long List of
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Auction
Sales from the Cumberland Mountains to the Ohio River. We Can Please You. Write Us
M. Young Friday West
For
Circulars Today!
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Oliver have
returned to their home at Gary,
Ind., after a visit here with her
mother, Mrs. Mattie R i cc, and
other relatives.
Mrs. C. W. Moore has returned
home after a visit with her daugh-
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READY NOW
Shrubs
Trees

Ornamental
Trees

O'CLOCK COFFEE
(HES
PRI SAUCE

GABANARO."4/fierices Iivirile

BAG rfe

/ONA SLICED
OR HALVES IN SYRUP

pbardthe Sports Shirt gives yon not
only your exact neck size and sleeve leitti

A & P FANCY

UNIT STARCH, 12 oz. pkg. .. 13c
KARO SYRUP, Blue Label

I

FORDENS STARLAC
JIFFY
MAKES 5 QUARTS
CRUST
MIX
PIE
NON PAT MILK
16-oz. pkg. . . . . 38c 2 9-oz. pkgs.
25c Can

SWIFTS
CLEANSER
13c

This man owns a home in Caldwell County. When last seen he
was not taking advantage of fuel savings made through the

PURITAN
weather,
sub-zero
McBrayeir egg
per cent. Durisif
500 White Bock
egg delivery
record to his use
water wanness,
ng.
'nk more water
vailable, keeping
ng for the via
silent
house
his chicken the
ber, heePing
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MARSHMALLOWS
'0-0Z, cello bag

18

HI-HO

BREAST Of CHICKEN

CRACKERS
SUNSHINE

TUNA FISH
CHUNK STYLE

16-oz. box

installation of insulation in his attic. He is likely to be found
in one of the hard to heat homes of our community.

. . . 36c 16/
1
2oz. can . . . 34c

ARMOURS

ARMOURS
ARMOURS
TREET
BEEF
CORNED
CHOPPED HAM
LCNCHICON MEAT
2-oz. can
. . . Sic 12-oz. can . . . . 46c 12-oz. can
. . . . 53c

ARMOURS

ARMOURS
ARMOURS
CHILI CON CARNE
TAMALES
WITH BRANS
6-01. can . .. . 47( 16-oz. can . . . . 37c
16-oz. can . .. . 37c
BEEF STEW

Amount of reward for this man is virtually unlimited. When
discovered he will be provided with an opportunity to reap the
benefits of a much more comfortable home in winter with a

ARMOURS

VIENNA SAUSAGE
.z. con

BLU-WHITE

MODESS
12 COUNT

FLAKES
77c

22, 2 this'

2% oz. pkg. . . . . 9c

DIAL SOAP

PERK

DIAL SOAP

RATH siza

SOAP POWDER

COMPLICLION 81ZZ

37( 22-oz. pkg. . . . . 27c 2 bars

bars

WRIGLEY

WOODBURYS

BAG SOAP

FACIAL SOAP
SRO.

1 ASSTD, SAM

2 bars
BATH SIZE
Pliofilm bag . . 57c 2 bars

DROPS, choc., 1 -lb. box 31c
MINTS, Warwick Chocolate
1 -lb. box
45c

27c

Gabanaro is beautifully tailored in fine washable
rayon gabardene with smart saddle stitching on
collars and pocket flaps. Chows, them in yeur
favorite said odor today.

SWEETHEART
SOAP
17c

RATH IIIEZ

25c 2 bars

Wear Arrow Gabanaro,the all-aeason Sports Shirt
any way you wish. Open, skied, with a tie or
without. It will look grand all ways.
Its Arafold collar has a seamless, one piece collar
facing with a built-in magic fold line. It has a soft
natural roll—with space for a knot—no bunching
when yog wear it with a tie.

25c

fuel saving of at least 26 per cent, in addition to 8 to 10 degrees

Thursday, October
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Something Need Repctiring ?

Pa9e'

of Your Telephone Directory
TELL WHO CAN DO Ifl

EDUCATIONAL BALLOT

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

No. 000

Notice To The Residents Of The
City Of Princeton Regarding The
Burning Of Trash & Leaves.

trbeti

a

a

LI
LI
LI

HAROLD RUDD

LI

LI

Educational Ballot

LI

0

CITY ELECTION

IS TH

LI

LI

LI

LI

For Conunindoner of Agriculture

LI

For Commissioew of Agriculture

CMZENS TICKET

FRANK ERWIN
BEN S. ADAMS
For Clerk. Court of Appeals
For Clerk, Court of Appeals

SAM F.'COSSET

ACREE AUSTIN
For Railroad Commiodenani
(First District)

For Railroad Commoners
(First District)
PRANK A. STUBBLEFIELD

LI

LI
LI

'`•

CLYDE D. BURDEN
For StateD=TI
(Third

For State Senator
(Third District)

were set as instructed and this
meal served to the members.
Those present were Mrs Gordon Lisanby, Mrs. Willard Moort,
Mrs. Jack Henry, Mrs. Stanley
Sharp, Mrs. James Landes lb.
Rurnsey Taylor, Jr., Mrs. Jena
McCaslin, Mrs. Ralph Randolph,
Mrs. James Shrewsbury, Mrs
James Walker, Mn, Joseph Ilk
tus, Mrs. Billy McElroy and the
hostess.

(Vote For Six)
For Coundemen

Fee Cansellsom

WE HAVE YOUR
HAPOIHINI

JAMES M. LASSTTER
FRED PASTEUR

JOE JONES

R. A. WILLARD

R. S. McGEHEE

W. L GRANSTAFF

J. G. TAYLOR

WILLARD (BILL)

CLINTON HOBBY

FRANK WILSON

DAWSEIC B. FARLESS

VERNAL DAVIS

C. L. CAS'TLESERRY

For State Representative
(Eighth District)

For State Representative
(Eighth District)
WM. L JONES

Foe Circuit Judge
(Fourth Distriet)

isitrr Circa
:ditte
ourth

0

H. F. S. BAILEY

For Commenrwealth's Adenine
(Fausik District)

For Conuumweakh's Attorney
(Fourth District)
CHARLES McGOUGH

ALVIN LISANOT
For Circuit Court Clerk
LUTHER D. BARNES
For Jailer
(Unexpired Term)

For Circuit Court Clerk
MRS. GEORGE DENHAM
For Jailer
(Unexpired Term)
CLAY DRENNAN

VERY NICHOLS
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I, John Morgan, Clerk of Caldwell County Court, do hereby certify that the
as correct timbale of the ballot to be used in the Gen•r a 1 Election
above is
to be held Tuesday, November 6, 1951

A.H.TEMPLETON
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One Sleek Nerds Of
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Reg. No.

I, John Morgan, Clerk of Caldwell County Court, do hereby certify that the
above is a correct facsimile of the ballot to be used in the Princeton City Election
to be held Tuesday, November 6, 1951.
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and grass this month.
Ile has also constructed a pond
for livestock water in each of
two pasture fields.
DITCHES KEPT CLEAN
How can drainage ditches be
protected from being filled with
silt and gravel?
A E. Turley, of the Creswell

community, points out that with 'erosion on his own land, he also
big rains the water from steeper helps his neighbors.
Nailing the soil and gravel
lands rushes to bottoms, often
bringing a considerable amount Awn by establishing sod or
of slit and gravel which fill ex- planting trees on the upland bare
isting ditches. This damages the areas, will not only prevent erosbottomland.
ion on the uplands, but will safeTo overcome this problem guard the ditches and streams beneighbors of a watershed need to low and will help prevent the
work together for mutual bene- bottomland from being covered
fit. When a farmer prevents soil with silt and gravel that are
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Cow, Calf Plan Gives
Farmer Large Returns
Wallace Morris, of Hickman
county, produced 659 pounds of
beef per cow by following the
cow-and -calf plan with a herd of
45 cows and one bull, according
to U. K. County Agent Warren
Thompson.
in all
Thg calves were born in DecemMachinery Aids Farmers flammable decorations
places of public assembly, and ber, January and February, arid
To Reclaim Waste Land cautioned school heads especial- were sold in high condition in
By having them come
Three large bush-and-bog
ly to be careful in allowing use of September.
tractor disks have been kept busy
early they are ready to eat grass
classin
and
all summer and fall in Critten- fodder on the stage
in the spring and also big enough
den county clearing land and rooms. It was suggested that com- to take the extra milk produced
preparing seedbeds f o r seeding bustible material not be permit- by their mothers after they go on
with elechay and pasture crops, according ted to come in contact
grass. Many of them were sold
Rounding up farm scrap and to UK County Agent Oakley M. tric bulbs or candles, and that to feeders in other states.
lighted jack-o' lanterns not be
selling it is good farm manage- Shelby.
Mr. Morris has built up his
placed in flammable areas. He
ment as well as helpful in the
heifer calves and
0. B. Wardlaw, owner of one
of flame-resistant herd by saving
use
suggested
essential production of new steel,
machine, cleared lend on a farm
by buying good heifers from
than
untreatrather
paper,
crepe
of
R.
0, Wilson, chairman
says
he recently bought and which
neighbors. His cows, all of good
ed types.
the Kentucky Mobilization Comhad been abandoned for 35 years.
conformation, are bred to a top
mittee.
Last year, fires occurred in bull.
After getting rid of bushes and
Cash return from selling scrap plowing the land he spread 1,000 forty-two schools on which there
is better than no return at all pounds of rock phosphate and 300 was a total dollar loss of $395,314,
The first broadcast from the
when farm machinery or equip- pounds of complete fertilizer an Martin pointed out.
Metropolitan Opera House in
was
loss
the
are
fortunate
"We
the
chairman
away,
ment rusts
acre and sowed a mixture of orNew York took place on Jan. 13,
asserts. Prices now being paid for chard grass, Ky. 31 fescue and not greater, indeed grateful lives 1910, to some 50 listeners in a
scrap are higher than those or redtop. He plans to reclaim 20 were not lost," Martin continued. Times Square Hotel, according to
fered during World War IL
"Collection of flammable mater- G. L. Archer's "History of Radio
acres a year for six years.
schools has to 1926."
Mr. Wilson emphasizes that the
D. H. Postlethweight renewed ials around Many
fall season is a good time of year 12 acres of pasture by disking, been a contributing factor to
to check all the machinerm and fertilizing and sowing orchard these school fires. We have conThe Yukon River is navigable
equipment on the farm to deter- grass, Keniand clover and red tinuously called attention to the by shallow draft steamer for
mine what repairs are needed clover. Seeded on Sept. 18, he had fact that flammable decorations 1,777 miles.
and what items need to be scrap- a good stand of grass by Oct. 1. are forbidden by the Kentucky
Standards of Safety."
ped and replaced. The search for
About 50 acres of bush land was
farm scrap is thus part of getting
reclaimed in August on the Bill WEED KILLER FOUND
farm production tools ready for
Howerton farm. Several other
Salt Lake City — (AP) — A
another planting season.
farmers told the county agent type of strictly vegetarian beetle
and
up
Keeping scrap picked
about plans to reclaim land list- is helping destroy a noxious
out of the way makes the farm ed as abandoned. Most of them
range-damaging weed found north
a more efficient place to work, planned to go directly to grass
of the Salmon River.
Chairman Wilson adds. Safety is without first growing cultivated
The weed—called goatweed, St.
another reason for cleaning out crops.
Johnswort or Klamath, dependscrap, especially small pieces
ing on the section of the country
which may endanger farm workBluegill
— has crowded out desirable
ers, as well as livestock. Broken Fingerling
plants on two million acres of
metal, for example, may get into To Be Distributed In
western grazing land.
hay and other forage crops fed
Ponds In This District
The beetles are fussy too. Imto animals.
If you see
Fall distribution of fingerling ported from California via AusCooperating with the current
bluegill for new farm ponds is tralia, they devour all the goatfarm scrap drive has one further
start this week in the First weed—and only goatweed—in
benefit for farmers. Sufficient to
District, the Division of Game sight and then conveniently lie
scrap supplies at steel mills helps
and Fish announces.
rear your house
down and die.
guarantee more adequate prowill
fish
400,000
ly
Approximate
in
which
steel
new
of
duction
you may have TERMITES
Foreign screenings account for
turn helps assure more adequate be placed in the 1,100 new ponds
of the profits
production of new farm machin- throughout the state during the about 38 per cent
'movie industry, acery and equipment. Steel is a next two weeks delivery, which of the U. S.
865,815 cording to the U. S. Commerce
number one raw material in the will bring to a total of
STEGER LUMBER CO.
have Department.
manufacture of mechanized farm fish, bass and bluegill, which
•
PHONE 2061
all
in
year
this
been distributed
equipment.
farm ponds alone. In addition
hundreds of thousands of fish
have been released in various
streams, it is pointed out.
TERMINIX
Although applications for stock- Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
ing received now cannot be filled
until spring delivery, the DivisFarmers following a three-year ion is accepting those applications
rotation in growing tobacco can now and will continue to receive
How To Get Positive Quick Relief
use a number of combinations of them throughout the winter.
From Stomach Trouble With The NEW
conto
advised
are
grasses and legumes with equally Pond owners
HARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
good results, according to tests tact their conservation officer who
the
stockbe
It is made up of four different medicines. One of
made at the University of Ken- will check the ponds to
main ingredients is belladonna.
tucky Experiment Station.
ed and turn over the applications
We guarantee this wonderful medicine to relieve ulcer
The station grew tobacco one to the Division. The Fisheries
stockponds
and that acid, gassy, belchy, nervous and lack of pep
that
declares
pain,
Section
and
legumes
grasses
year and then
fishfurnish
Compare its price with other stomach preparations.
will
feeling.
spring
next
ed
the
eftwo years to determine
as
time'
testimonials came into our office telling of the
same
the
Many
about
at
ing
fect of these crops in maintaining
fall
that users have obtained. They have also
this
relief
bluegill
blessed
receiving
those
nitrogen for tobacco.
little
Tablets have relieved Gall Bladder Troubia
very
Harvey
grow
fish
found
the
since
Grasses and legumes used in the
Start this treatment today Sold only at—
test included orchard grass and during the winter months. Bass
will
red clover, bluegrass and red clo- for ponds stocked this fall
WOOD DRUG STORE
ver, redtop and red clover, Ken- be furnished next spring.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2075
tucky 31 fescue and red clover,
orchard grass and sweet clover, Hallowe'en Decorations
redtop and Korean lespedeza,
May Cause School Fires
bluegrass and alfalfa, Korean
State Fire Marshal William L.
lespedeza, and sweet clover.
suThere was no significant dif- Martin has called on school
ference in the yield and market perintendents and other school
the
value of the tobacco from the personnel for co-operation in
in pubvarious sods tested. The average movement to reduce fires
partiyield and value of tobacco for all lic schools, and suggested
WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
safe
were 1,656 pounds and $857 an cular attention be given to
Hallowe'en programs.
acre.
you
Except for the combinations "The goblins may not get
demanother
but
Hallowe'en,
this
the
clover,
sweet
containing
is exergrasses and legumes were clipped on—fire--may unless care
WE OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAKof decoraseveral times a year and the cised in the handling
PROOF BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
clippings allowed to remain on tions," Martin added.
reguto
attention
called
Martin
the ground. Two hundred pounds
We Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge
use of
an acre of potash were applied lations which forbid the
--CALL-broadcast after plowing and
harmful.
disked in. No other fertilizer
IMPROVES DRAINAGE
alfalfa and sweet
G. R. Son has constructed half was used. The
were limed at the
a mile of open drainage ditches clover plots
on his farm in the Rufus com- rate of a ton an acre.
PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
On one plot of orchard grass
munity this month.
were
clippings
the
clover
red
and
"Poor drainage has reduced the
We Pay All Phone Charges - - the five-year percrops on this land for several removed. Over
clippings
the
of
removal
the
iod
years", Mr. Son said.
We Meet All Competition
the average yield by 195
Mr. Son is also considering lowered
an
$165
value
the
and
growing more soybeans and less pounds
corn on his bottomland because acre.
soybeans will stand more water
than corn. Improved drainage will
benefit both crops.
IMPROVES PASTURE
Isaac McCormick, of the Cobb
community, has started a pasture
improvement program on his
farm this year.
Mr. McCormick constructed a
pond for livestock water this
week. He expects to reseed the
pasture with fescue, ladino clover
and lespedeza in late next summer or early fall.

Cleaning Farm Of
Scrap Iron Called
Good Practice

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -C Ivalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

ovum nun Mora

2nd FEATURE! AN OLD FAVORITE RETURNS!

LUM and ABNER

Crops Tested In
Tobacco Rotation

STANLEY RIDGES
Anne NAGEL • Anne GWYNNE
James CRAIG •Virginia BRISSAC
with

Frances Langford

ADMISSION — ALL SEATS 48e

DESTROY THE WORLD?
IS THERE A FORCE THAT CAN

Horror-drama
of a world
faced with
destruction
by the strange
"men" and
demonic
machines
of a distant
planet!

set as instructed sad
served to the members.
present were Mrs
by, Mrs. Willard 11
Jack Henry, Mrs S
, Mrs. James Lads
y Taylor, Jr., lIta
lin, Mrs. Ralph
James Shrewdeary,
Walker, Mrs. kWh
rs. Billy McElroy WO

Prescriptions A
Specialty

Dead Stock Removed
for: Horses, Cows and Hogs

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

Hospitality know-how•.•
right here

MICHAEL

PATRICIA

HUGH

RENNIE NEAL • MARLOWE
a Story by HANN SAM
FRANCIS SAVIIR LOCK MARTIN Sated on
onYI SAM Aftf 'ILLY GOAY NEWSREEL
—
CARTOON
PLUS! DONALD DUCK

30-31
TUES. & WED., OCT.

THUR. & FRI., NOV. 1-2

JANIS CARTER
AN ER0 woo Ott'AMI
PLUS! FOMIIIALL MULLS OF

IMO — NEWSREEL

1951 Support Prices
For Fire, Dark Cured
Tobacco Are Announced
Support prices for the 1951 crop
of fire-cured and dark air-cured
tobacco, Types 22 and 35 respectively, are announced by Paul Rudolph, general manager of t h
Eastern Dark Fired Tobacct,
Growers' Association.
The prices, which will be on
the basis of official standard
grades, available to cooperative
growers, range from a high of
060.00 to a low of $14.00 for firecured, and a high of $52.00 to a
low of 210.00 for dark air-cured.
The average price for all grades
of fire-cured is $38.30 per cwt.,
sad for air-cured $34.20 per cwt.

24 Bottle Case $110-1Mut Dopogit—At Your Nolo,

At home
When the witches and
goblins drop in, thirst will too.
That's an occasion for Coke.
Be sure you have enough.
sonuo LAMM AUTHOIRY Of ME COCA COSA COMPANY SY

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.0 1931, OM COCO-CPA mom*

Mike k•rookeemml imiroserk.

ssewriswev.-eieeseiallibid,

KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,
Tommy Glenn, Kenneth Barrett and Robert Williamson were
the six o'clock dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dorroh and
Jimmy, Sunday night. Kenneth
Barrett will return to his station next week after a leave from
the Navy and Tommy Glenn will
report for induction into the
Is •nglArmed Forces.
This lIghsw•Isphst tharnpl•n
Is•avy-siuty sorvias
no•red los rugged.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Roberts and
on forms •I every slits.
Mrs. Maggie Conger, of MetropoP.,.,a Pond Imp
lis, Illinois, were visitors last
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. G. U.
Griffin, S. Jefferson.
ONLY
ROBINSON IMPL &
Mr. and Mrs. Hillery Barnett,
and
MOTOR CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Barrett
s133.°°
Mrs. Beitlie Moore spent the
Princeton, Ry,
16 ft. Model B
weekend at Nashville where they
Without Power
attended a men's apparel meeting.
Mrs. Layton Asnby. of LouisMr. Owen Cash, of Dalltu,
, of
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Williams
ville, and Mr. Blakeley Mizelle,
visiting his as, returned home Saturday
are
,
Montana
Poplar,
of Clarksville, .liasie been visitors
his sister, Mrs. M
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Wil- ter visiting
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. .parents,
Kinsolving, of Princeton.
y.
Seminar
South
liams,
C. McConnell.

woe,

ketteST-mama

cT&oa10

Mrs. Frank Linton Gives
European Itinerary
To Gradatim Club

Butler Y-Teen Club
Entertains Faculty

Prince - Price

See it today at

The marriage of Miss Wilma
The Senior Y-Teen Club of
Jean Prince, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Linton presented a
Mrs. J. W. Prince, and Morris Butler High School entertained
Sanford Price, son of Mr. and the Butler faculty at a tea last European itinerary to members of
the Gradatim Club at a meeting
Mrs. Henry M. Price, was solemnTuesday. The club aaso held a
ized at 5:00 o'clock Saturday afof the organization Wednesday,
drive
membership
October 17, at the home of Mrs.
ternoon, October 20, at the First concentrated
Christian Church, at Owensboro. last week, it was announced by Rurnsey Taylor, Jr.
Mrs. Linton toured the British
The double ring ceremony was Mrs. J. L. Walker, sponsor.
Isles and several European counperformed by the Rev. Henry
bridegroom as best man.
Campbell.
tries this past summer.
Mrs. Price is a graduate of Butsuit
brown
A dessert course was served by
a
wore
The bride
attended
and
High School
the hostess tc kesdamts Allison
with velvet accessories. Her cor- ler
She
Bethel College for Women.
Akin, W. D. Armstrong, Cooper
sage was a white orchid.
employed as cashier at J. C. Crider, George Eldred, Hearne
Miss Martha Jane Stallins, is
.
Harrelson, Allan Murphey, Mary
maid-of-honor, wore a black vel- Penney's
Mr. Price also is a graduate of Rice, Henry Sevison, J. J. Rosenvet suit with bittersweet accesHigh School and is an thal, W. C. Sparks, Sr., Rumsey
sories and a yellow rosebud cor- Butler
of the Post Office De- Taylors, Sr., R. G. Morgan, Frank
employee
sage.
.
partment
the
Linton, Ralph Cash, and Miss
served
Mr. John Newsom
Mary Wilson Eldred, Mrs. Mary
Rice presided at the business session.

SPECIAL

Mrs. Williamson Given
Birthday Dinner
Mrs. Thurman Clayton honored
her mother, Mrs. Lizzie William..son, with a birthday dinner, October 18, at her home on South
Seminary street.
The table was centered with an
arrangement of pink and rose
snapdragons.
Guests were Mrs. Nannie Farmer, Mrs. Charlie Williamson, Misses Betty and Dottie Williamson
and the honoree.

Friday — Saturday — Monday
One Lot of
MISSES' and JUNIORS' DRESSES
Crepes -- Failles -- Woolens
at 25% Reduction.
These Are Nationally Advertised Lines

LILLIE BELLE SHOP

ATTENTION!!
Your Courier-Journal paper is now being
delivered by Billy Cartwright and Marvin
Pogrotsky.
What paper are you taking??? Why not try
the Courier-Journal

For Prompt Delivery Call 2729

40c Daily & Sunday
30c Daily Only
15c Sunday Only

MAKE YOUR DOLLARS
GO A L-O-N-G WAY!

PENNEY'S
ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY!
Mrs. Clyde
Miss Mary Leta Hamby, daughter of Mr. and
Flather, Jr., son of
Hamby, became the bride of Capt. Herbert H.
er Herbert H.
Mrs. Herbert Flather, Sr., and the late Command
at the First BapFlather, Sr., at 10:30 a. m. Saturday, October 6,
tist Church. The! Rev. H. G. M. Hatter officiated.

DOLLAR DAYS

4 Senator Earle C. Clements spent
Mrs. Glenn Bright was hostess
Saturday night with Mr. and
to the Alpha Tau Chapter. Beta
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, Locust
Sigma Phi Sorority, Tuesday
street. The Taylors drove Senaon
home
her
at
16,
October
night,
tor Clements to Kentucky Lake
Highland arvenue.
where he boarded a plane
Sunday
was
,
The program, "Drama"
on.
Washingt
for
presented by Mrs. J. H. Presler.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Kortrecht,
The hostess served refreshspent the weekend
Luncheon Given
ments to Mesdames Alvin Lisan- of Louisville,
Eldred,
, Jr., J. H. Pres- with Mr. and Mrs. Dique
Rowland
Roy
by,
Miss Pat Dalzell
ler, John Aikins, Harold Row- W. Main street.
Miss Pat Dalzell, bride-elect, land, Charles Jones, Bill RobinMrs. Earl Smith, of St. Louis,
w a s honored with a luncheon son, James Hodge, Robert Gor- is visiting her parents, Mr. and
given by her sister, Mrs. Jerald don, Shelby Pool, Virgil Wood- Mrs. E. M. McCaslin, W. Main.
Winters, Wednesday noon, Oc- all and Miss Joan Berry.
Sgt. Jerald Winters, Mrs. Wintober 24, at the home of Mrs. C.
ters and Linda, of Ft. McPherson,
on
street.
on
Washingt
Akin,
0.
Ga., arrived Sunday for a visit
The table was centered with an Mrs. Richard Morgan
with their parents, Mrs. Robert
and
roses
arrangement of pink
Hostess To Bridge Club
Dalzell and Mr. and Mrs. Tom
pink and white pompons.
Mrs. Richard G. Morgan was Winters.
Guests were Mesdames Rumto her bridge club Friday
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. McConnell
sey Taylor, Jr., Billie Mitchell, hostess
evening, October 19, at her home and ,Mr. and Mrs. hey McGough
Robert Osborne, Raul A. Lara,
on Plum street.
spent the weekend at Stanford
Edward Carter, John S. HutcheA salad plate was served by and attended the Ky.-Villanova
son, Jr., Miss Joan Berry, Miss
hostess to Mesdames Edward football game at Lexington SatDorothy Wood and the honoree. the
Pitke, James Shrewsbury, Fred- urday.
erick Stallins, Hewlett Morgan, R. B. Murray is visiting his
Christian Group Has
Billy McElroy, Stanley Sharp, brother, Charles Murray, LinGordon Lisanby, James Landes, coln, Nebraska.
Meeting Monday Night
Tom Simmons, and Misses VerMrs. Julian Schwab and daughMrs. A. H. Templeton and Mrs.
gie Barnett and Mary Loftus.
ter, Mary B., of Hopkinsville
G. J. Lewis were hosts to Group
s was a visChildres
Bill
Mrs.
street, spent the weekend in
I of the Christian Women's Felitor.
Louisville.
lowship, Monday night, October
Mrs.
to
Prizes were awarded
15. at 7 o'clock
Dort Gregory of Paducah visitHewlett Morgan and Mrs. FrederThe meeting was opened with
ed friends here Sunday.
ick
Stallins.
prayer by Mrs. S. G. Jarvis.
Miss Jo Brummell, of Clinton,
After a short business session
was a guest of Mrs. Raul A. Lara,
conducted by the president, Mrs. Friday Bridge Group
Friday. Miss Brummell, Mrs.
E. E. Dobbins gave the mission Meets With Mrs. Kevil
Lara and Miss Louella Wycoff
study, "Churches on Frontier".
weekend at Bowling
The Friday night Bridge Club spent the
Mrs. Carl Beesley reviewed the
Green.
R.
U.
Mrs.
with
19,
October
met
at
g
second chapter of Beginnin
Miss Joan Pickering, student at
Jerusalem, "How Disciples Wor- Kevil, South Jefferson street. A
dinner preceded playing of the Vanderbilt University, spent the
shiped".
weekend with her parents, Judge
Mrs. Jarvis talked on "Church game.
Members present were Mes- and Mrs. Pickering, and Poppy.
Needs Generous Christians".
Mrs. J. H. Sons visited her
After missionary benediction, dames C. F. Engelhardt, Ethel
refreshments were served by the Mays, Paul Cunningham, W. G. daughter, Mrs. Haskell Jenkins,
hostesses. The group adjourned Larkins, A. B. Moss, Mae Blades, Mr. Jenkins, and Linda last
to meet next month with Mrs. Grace Haydon, Robert Jacob, C. weekend at Henderson.
A. Pepper, Misses Myrtle Nichols, G. M. Pedley returned Sunday
Earl Lamb.
Bertie Nichols and the hostess.
night from a business trip to
Mrs. Harry Long was a visitor. Washington, Philadelphia and
Mrs. J. D. Stephens visited Mr.
to
Mrs. New York.
Prizes were awarded
and Mrs. F. A. Milliken at PaduMrs. J. M. Pool, of Denver, Colcah Sunday. Mr. Milliken is a Ethel Mays and Mrs. Harry Long.
patient at the I. C. Hospital.
orado, is a guest of her mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry Mrs. Claude Wilson, on East MarMr. and Mrs. N. H. Talley spent
Sunday at Paducah visiting Dr. spent the weekend at Lexington ket street.
and Mrs. George Talley Bailey. where they attended the KenSunday dinner guests of Mr.
tucky-Villanova football game.
and Mrs. Harold Wilson, HighMiss Mary Lou Alhorn, of land avenue, were Mr. and Mrs.
Morganfield, and Misses Easter- Russell Wilson and daughters,
tin and Marra, of Outwood, were Misses Anne, Jane and Virginia
guests Saturday of Mrs. Floyd Wilson, Miss Lillian Wilson, of
Owensboro; Mrs. 'Marshall, of
Scott.
Pool, of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Sims, of Frankfort; Mrs. J. M.
do, and Mrs.
Plant City, Florida, are visiting Denver, Colora
Claude Wilson of Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. McConnell.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

STRIPPING HOUSE
In Hopkinsville

RAYON
SCARFS
Only 1.00

Women's

RAYON LINED
SUITS

$tay
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kw ore liost Iwo of
Par woke Teo • .
.They'rernodsof •
_front and hip •
lined and double
.11 wren pockets ha
flown that mean e
'•• convenience! or
...better WV TEST.

In Beautiful Winter Color

WOMEN'S
SHOES

Buy Now And Save
ONLY

Variety of Colors and Sizes

Only 2.00

• NKET LI

IPPER
PLASTIC

WOMEN'S

TABLE COVERS

HOUSE SLIPPERS

MEN'S
TOWNCRAFT
SHIRTS

Cushion Sole

Size 54" x 54"

Only 1.00
• . .••.
WOMEN'S NYLON
BRIEFS

1:00
LADIES' COTTON
HOUSE FROCKS

2 for 3.00
MEN'S WOOL
FELT HATS

Only 2.00
BEAUTIFUL NEW
DRAPERY MATERIAt

"Where Yo

TWO GROUPS MEN'S ALL WOOL SUITS
35 — 30.00
10-20.00
150 DRESSES

10 DOZ. TIES

Repriced to Clear

20 LADIES' NYLON
$5.00
UNIFORMS

CLARK'S BURLEY
a big lift

ftley'll

Pe4tionati

Mrs. Bright Hostess
To Beta Sigma Phi

ly giroilve
waded nod
6f wiry Wild

75 -- $5.00 50 -- $6.00
25 -- $7.00

LADIES'

LADIES' WOOL

COATS

JERSEY DRESSES

BOYS' FLEECE LINED

SLIPS
Beautifully Trimed

Originally Much Higher

Located Corner 4th & Campbell

to better living!
the world.
You lift your telephone—simplest gesture in
within reach
brings
it
service
useful
of
Yet what a world
your work, add to
speed
may
call
&simile
voice!
of your
whole
your fan, calm a worried mind, or give your
of
a lovely glow from the sound
a well-loved voice. And the value of the
telephone keeps growing all the
*bile, as the number of telephones grows.
This means you can call more
people than ever before, and
more can call you. Southern Bee
Telephone and Telegraph Co.

• Bring Out Your Burley Tobacco
• Will Strip And Deliver To The Floor
of Your Choice.

Only 1.00

day
then you rea.

PHONES:
Store
At Home after 6 m

LADIES'

LADIES'

23014

COTTON DRESSES

HALF SLIPS

680J
CO operator

Factory

Clifford H. Clark
Manager

se 12y ha service...

SWEAT SHIRTS

SPORT
COATS
Only 7.00

Atter all, the

Whoever gets
/.(1e1 basing Poll

rsday, October 25, 1931
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Deaths & Funerals
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LANKET LINED SHORT

JACKET

IPPER

PLAIN COLLAR

RDU ROY COLLAR

PPER SHORT JACKET
WOOL LINED

COAT
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Funeral services for Cheatam
Funeral services for Philip
Scott McNabb, 17, were conducted Morse, 72, who died suddenly at
Miss Laura Blakeley
Sunday, October 14, at Morgan his home at Farmersville Sunday
morning, were conducted at the
Funeral services for Miss Lau- Funeral home by the Rev. J.
ra Blakeley, 41, were conducted Callender. Burial was in Cedar Donaldson Baptist Church Monat the home of an aunt, Mrs. E. Hill cemetery with VFW and day afternoon by Rev. Porter
0. Stewart, in Gracey, Tuesday, American Legion in charge of Cole, of Providence, and Rev. W.
B. Ladd. Burial was in the old
October 23. Burial was in the services.
family lot at Cerulean.
Philip Scott McNabb, the son Morse cemetery near Farmersville
Miss Blakeley, a teacher at of the late W. M. McNabb and with the Clinton Lodge 82 FarAM Walter Garfield Thurman
Armstrong College at Savannah, Mozelle McNabb Myers, was born in charge of the services.
Funeral services for Walter G.
Mt. Morse, the son of the late
Ga., died Friday night, October March 5, 1924, and died October
Green and Ellen Morse, was a Thurman, 68, who died at the
19, of a heart attack while on 19, 1951.
home of his son in Central City
her way to a teachers' meeting.
In his early youth, he placed member of the Donaldson Baptist
9, were conductShe was riding in an automobile membership with the Ogden Church and a member of the Tuesday, October
home
with other teachers when she be- Memorial Methodist church. At Clinton Lodge 82 F&AM of ed at the Morgan Funeral
Wednesday, October 10, by Rev.
came ill.
the age of 17 he enlisted in the Princeton. He married the former
Burial was in the NorMiss Blakelty w as a former U. S. Navy where he ,served un- Miss Irene Harper, who survives. Russell.
• ,
man cemetery. •
resident of t h e Cerulean com- til the past few month!' when he
Besides the wife, he is survived
Besides the son, other survivors
munity of Trigg county and was was given a medical discharge.
by two children, one son, Billy
include one daughter, Mrs. Ruby
by
the daughter of Mrs. J. Lb
Preceding him in death was a Joe Morse, and one daughter, De- Welch, Yale, Oklahoma; two
Blakely:. Her mother was mak- trother, James W. McNabb, who lore?; one sister, Miss Ottie
brothers, Buddy Thurman, of
ing her home in Savannah also. was killed in action in World Morse, of Princeton. One brother,
Francis, and Ed Thurman, of
Her father, Judge J. Loyd Blake- War II.
Dr. W. P. Morse, and a sister,
Marion; three sisters, Mrs. Lula
died at the home in Trigg
Among the survivors are one Mrs. Olga Brown, preceded him Dalton, Mrs. Dessie Carner and
nty a few years ago.
sister, Mrs. Eugene Robards, Daw- in death,.
Mrs. Fannie Lewis, of Princeton.
Mrs. H. C. McConnell, Prince- son Springs; three nephews,
Flowergirls were Phyllis Gray,
ton, is a cousin of Miss Blakeley. Bobby, Jimmy Scott, Stevie, and Gloria Ann Rowland, Bobbie OliTo Attend
Other relatives called here by his stepfather, J. W. Myers.
ver, Judy Rowland, Dorothy Al- Leo Walker
her death include an aunt, Mrs.
Bearers were Jewell Patterson, exander, Sue Watson, Betty Row- Meeting For Hospital
B. F. Smith, of St. Louis; and Nat Baker, Owen Hutchinson, land and Maggie Lemons.
Managers At Washington
two cousins, Mrs. Gordon Hart- Russell Woodall, R. C. Oliver, and
Beaters were Robert Asher,
zell and Miss Shelia Johnson, Jerry Holloway.
Frank Franklin, Malcolm FrankLeo Walker, business manager
both of Memphis.
lin, Charles Russell, Willie of Caldwell County War MemorATTEND MeNABB FUNERAL
O'Brien and Lloyd Mitchell.
ial Hospital, plans to attend an
Among those from out-of-town
Miss Bessie Davis
institute in hospital establishment to be held November 5
Funeral services for Miss Bessie who attended the funeral of Phil- W. W. Creekmur
through November 9 at WashingDavis, 69, who died October 20, ip McNabb Sunday were Mr. and
services for W. W.
Funeral
were conducted at the Morgan Mrs. J. C. Love, Tony and Judy, Creekmur, 78, were conducted ton, D. C.
Mr. Walker states that the inFuneral Home Sunday, October Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Robards, Mr. at the residence on Eagle street
21, by the Rev. George Filer, and Mrs. Orbin Howton, of Daw- Friday, October 12, by Rev. stitute, sponsored by the Ameripastor of the First Christian son Springs; Mrs. Amos Phillips, George W. Filer, pastor of the can Hospital Association, will inMadisonville; Mr. Frank Pasteur,
clude instruction in personnel
Church.
First Christian Church, assisted
Among the survivors are five Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Guy Up- by Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor proceedings, medical record prosisters, Mrs. Annie Osborne, Miss ton, and Mr. Jim Williamson, Mrs. of Northside Baptist church. Bur- ceedings, source of income for
Fannie Davis, Mrs. Pearl Good- Sarah Williamson, Fulton; Mr. ial was In Cedar Hill cemetery. patients, credit and collection policies, nurse-patientlphysician rebe, Mrs. Dolph Nichols, all of Leslie Hill, Mr. and Mrs. HerA native of Caldwell county, he
lationships, public relations, legPrinceton, and Mrs. Rebecca Ar- shel Williamson, Mr. Mac Wilformer Miss
the
to
married
was
al responsibility, adjunct clinical
nett, of Daytona Beach, Florida, liamson, of Mayfield; Mr. and
Leolia Boitnott in October, 1897. services, an d airlifting procedand two brothers, Elmer Davis, Mrs. Ernest Williamson, Mr. CharFirst
the
of
He was a member
ures.
of Princeton, and Raymond Davis, les Williamson, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Williamson, son, of Sturgis; Christian church.
of New Castle, Indiana.
Among the survivors are his TO ATTEND MEETING
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Johnson, son,
wife; four sons, Homer Creekmur,
and Mrs. Magdalene Pride, sons,
Ruel W. Cairnes, superintendVerdie Creekmur, Herschel
of Evansville; Mrs. Basil Dalton,
Shel- ent of city schools, will leave toPrinceton;
of
all
Creekmur,
Crider, and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Kenley Creekmur, of Detroit; three day to attend a meeting of
Bright, of Fredonia.
tucky Association of Secondary
daughters, Mrs. Anna Butler,
Schools and Colleges to be held
Kingsville, Ontario; Mrs. Ruth
Friday and Saturday at LexingAllison E. Young
GoodakIer, Detroit; Mrs. Grace
Funeral services for Allison E. Mininger, Ithicia, Michigan; 20 ton.
Young, 58, were conducted Wed- grandchildren, one great grandnesday, October 10, at the Liberty child; two sisters, Mrs. Kelly Be- Photography Contest
WHEN THE CHIPS Church by .Rev. Ray Wigginton, shears, of Princeton; Mrs. Verdie Is Announced Here
assisted by Rev. Samples. Burial Young, Harrisonville, Missouri;
Those in this area interested in
was in the Liberty Church ceme- three brothers, Alvin Creekmur,
ARE
a photography contest
tery.
of Pewaukee, Wisconsin; Albert entering
When you were in uniform, you
Mr. Young, a resident of the Creekmur, of Dawson Springs, are invited to attend a meeting of
heard a lot of chaps say, "After
to be held on Nome—you come first." But some- Briarfield community, was mar- and T. H. Creekmur, of Prince- "photo-fans"
tidy. when the chips were down. ried on March 24, 1921, to Miss ton; his step-mother, Mrs. Mattie vember 15, 7:30 p. m. at the
be
to
out
turned
these Sad Sacks
George Coon Public Library, it
pretty good Joes. You found out Gertrude Rich, who survives. Creekmur, of Princeton; one stepthen It was more like "one for all Other survivors include two sons, brother, Ch a r 1 es Creekmur, is announced. Entries will be
and all for one."
of the Briarfield Princeton; two step-sisters, Mrs. limited to ten black and white
Well. that's what's known as Elvis Young,
prints per person and six color
"comradeship"—the kind you find community, Glenn Young, of the Everett Young, Princeton, and
slides.
In the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
county; two daughters, 01 g a Mrs. Eaton Hight, Detroit.
No prizes will be awarded but
That "all for one" spirit is pretty Young, of the Briarfield communBearers were Homer Creekmur,
Important to you as a civilian too.
the best picture in each of the
In the v.r.w.. it means friends— ity, and Lucille Young of Russell- Verne Creekmur, Herschel
the kind who like to work together ville; two grandchildren, Brenda Creekmur, Shelley Creekmur,
for the general good of all con- and Larry Allen Young; a brother,
Jimmy Creekmur, and Archie
cerned and not Just for their own
selfish advantages.
Floyd Young, and several nieces Stallins.
•cfiv• noombor of and nephews.
Chsco roe Mamma

F.

BUTTON STYLE
CORDUROY COLLAR

Hof Voforofas of Romig& Won, you real be
err* *of—

She lint I.

"THE VJ.W. IS A •0010 OUTFIT"

COTTON
FROCKS

3.00

VERT CLOTH
001 LINED

IPPER

2.00
UL NEW
MATERIAL

yd. u- wiam

swain
ROMP

In Appreciation

VETERANS of
FOREIGN WARS
of the Vaited Mates

JACKET

1711 NE NOW I CAN
V.F.W.
JOSIIT

!NKR'S
AIR STORE
where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

NAr

J

I.

Ray-Crider-McNabb Post
121 E Main Street
Princeton, Ky.

InEAR CAMPAIGN

ES
ear
--

$6.00
bedside of my little boy "Clipper", who is
Af!csr waiting three days and nights at the
Louisville, I saw the crisis come and go. I
of Polio in the Baptist Hospital at
to improve. In the meantime, while I
, condition get worse and suddenly start
a "smear campaign"; but, know"V, the present council and myself were subjected to
them.
all "politics", I hold no ill will for
they mean nothing personal and that it is

New

Ftrit. I am not running for Mayor

have two more
I was elected for four years. I
Council who will keep the
filL men for the City

fOT

All I ask is for the voters to pick
prejudice or hatred, and who will be
and throw out the bad, who will serve without
tolerance in their hearts. Princeton is
to handle the affairs of your town with a little

Ile

Administrator's Notice
All persons holding claims
against the estate of L. R. Collier, deceased, are requested to
present same for payment on or
before November 1, 1951, properly proven, and all persons knowing themselves indebted to the
estate will please come forward
and settle same on or before November 1, 1951.
Mrs. Ella Collier, Administrator, Estate of L. R. Collier
15-3tp

All Above Jackets 36 to 46

WOOL
HATS

following categories will be seof Princeton.
Flower girls were Mrs. Noal lected: (1) scenic, (2) children,
Wynn, Mrs. Eury Oliver, Mrs. (3) flowers, (4) anitnals, (5)
Paul' Everett Hall, Mrs. Carol freaks, (I) portrait, (7) still life,
Johnson, Mrs. Buck Gray, and (8) human interest.
Those interested should submit
Mrs. Earl Wynn.
Bearers were Noal Wynn, Eury
Oliver, Paul Everett Hall, Carol
Johnson, Buck Gray and Earl
Wynn.

Cheatam Morse

YOUNG—We desire to tender
our thanks and deep appreciation
for kindness and sympathy rendered us in the illness and passing of our dear husband, father,
and brother, Allison E. Young.
Especially we would thank our
good neighbors and friends, Dr.
F. P. Giannini, undertaker Morgan, the Rev. Ray Wigginton and
Rev. J. C. Samples, for the comforting words, also the donors of
the beautiful flowers.
These will be held in treasured memory by the family.
Mrs. Allison Young
and Family
and Floyd Young.

Funeral services for Mrs. Willie Ladd, 81, were conducted at
her home near Cadiz Saturday afternoon by the Rev. Wade Cunningham. Burial was in Adams
cemetery, Trigg county.
Mrs. Ladd, who had been in ill
health for the past seven years,
suffered a stroke two weeks ago.
She died at her home Friday, October 12.
She was a member of the Blue
Springs Baptist church.
Among her survivors are her
husband; two daughters, Mrs.
John King, of Lyon county, and
Miss Virginia Ladd, of the homestead; and one son, William Ladd,

Administrator's Notice
All persons holding claims
against the estate of Martha Long
Gates, deceased, are requested to
present same for payment on or
before November 1, 1951, properly proven, and all persons knowing themselves indebted to the estate will please come forward
and settle same on or before November 1, 1951.
George 0. Eldred,
John C. Gates, co-administrators, Estate of Martha Lone
15-3tp
Gates
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Opening. We will continue to serve - - SUNDAES
SHAKES

SKYWAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE
FIRST SHOW BEGINS AT 6:45 P. M.
Friday & Saturday, October 26-27
GLENN FORD & WILLIAM HOLDEN
in

I/

"The Man From Colorado
Color By Technicolor
CARTOON

Caught In a maze of Intrigue and Murder!!
GENE TIERNEY & RICHARD CONTI
in

"Whirlpool"
CARTOON & NEWS

flies. It didn't keep my
continue to spray the city for
W h'Iever gets in, I hope they
'",-)m having Polio, but it might lave yours.

Milan dialloweii

MALTS
CONES

Come to see us - - - often!

DAIRY QUEEN
Joe and Lois Wilcox

Dawson Road

ATTENTION
RADIO BROADCAST OVER WPKY

Tuesday, October 30
12:20 to 12:50 P, M.
Fathers, Mothers, Ministers and Veterans especially invited to listen.
This is my last appeal to the voters before the
November election.

CLAY DRENNAN

"Norvin had three glasses of Princeton Creamery's Homogenized
Vitamin D Milk at lunch."

MARK CUNNINGHAM
Complete Insurance Servioe
11 West-Market

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER CO.
DIAL 2063

HOPKINSIMLE STREET

AAAAAAAAAAAAA,A~~ewwww~A~A
PLATFORM OF THE "CITIZENS TICKET"
&Zak
told different sections
The men listed below represent different occupations
all the citizens of Princeton.
of Princeton and will thus be able to fairly represent
City, where possible.
They desire to improve the various departments of the
so that the busikeeping the good, and building up the substandard departments,
business-like manner.
ness of the City may be conducted in an efficient and
who will make reasYou know these men are honest men of high integrity
will be their watchonable decisions instead of radical regulations. "Economy"
word.
progressive citizens toThey pledge cooperation with the civic groups and
to attract new industries
ward public improvement and will support the effort
to Princeton.

Sunday & Monday, October 28-29

ATS
7.00

Thanks a million for attending our Grand

Mrs. S. N. Ladd

business now

at the bedside of my little
will be back in Louisville
When You read this article. I
"Clipper" well.
this world now to me is to get
Alter all, the most important thing in

their entries as soon as possible,
It was said. Miss Mary Wilson
Eldred and Mr. Ralph A. Nelson
are members of the planning
committee.

THANKS!

i

tlfically graduated silos
metiers and true at far
every build sad tbarren

ON
R FS
1.00

Philip Scott McNabb

Tues., Wed., Thurs., Oct. 30-31 -Nov. 1
Paris, Gay Adventure!
CHARLES LAUGHTON & FRANCHOT TONE
In

"The Man On The Eiffel Tower"
CARTOON & NEWS

In Addition To The Foregoing, Members Of The
"Citizens Ticket" Pledge:
not solicit1. POLICE DEPT. We are not committed to anyone. We were
If elected, we will ask for
job.
particular
a
person
any
give
to
order
in
run
to
ed
and experience, and
written applications, listing the applicant's qualifications
GIVEN TO RESIBE
WILL
PREFERENCE
office.
each
for
man
best
choose the
Intersections
School
At
Police
Station
Will
We
COMMUNITY.
DENTS OF THIS
At Proper Hours.
try to imZ. WATER DEPT. The quality of our water is good. We will
service.
prove
size in KenS. FIRE DEPT. We have the best Fire Dept. of any City our
tucky and will see that it remains the best.
addition
4. CEMETERY DEPT. We pledge to develop the new cemetery
and to have a beautiful well-kept cemetery at all times.
S. SEWER DEPT. We will extend sewer mains where possible
S. STREET DEPT. We will do more building and less patching. We also
pledge to continue the project to open a street crossing from Washington St. to
Egan St -across the I. C. Railroad.
FRED PASTEUR
R. A WILLARD

W. L. GRANSTAFF
WILLARD MILSTEAD

VERNAL DAVIS
FRANI WILSON

-- Vote The Straight Citizens Ticket --

Week's
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At The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Firer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:46 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. in.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p. m.

trip.

July 4, 1872: Dr. P. B. McGoodwin is erecting on his corner lot
nearby opposite the Banner office a frame building which, we
suppose, he either intends to occupy himself or lease to someone for an office. What an admirable Town Hall could be built
on that lot with a market house
in the ground floor.
• • •

cordance with treaties solemnly
ratified. We are sorry for Mr. Lo.
but his color is a shade too fair
to secure him a favorable hearing with President Grant and
his party.
• • •
.
July 4, 1872: Miss Fannie Calvert, and Miss Nellie Turner, who
have been on a visit tb St. Louis
for several weeks, returned last
Thursday, looking as bright as
usual. There was a flutter in certain bosoms when their return
was made known.
• • 3
July 4, 1872: Elizabethtown and
Paducah Railroad Co. On Saturday last, an election was held for
Directors of this company. MT. L.
M. Flournoy, of Paducah, Mr. R.
B. Ratliff, of Princeton, Mr. W. B.
Machen, of Lyon county, Mr.
Jesse H. Reno, of Greenville, and
Mr. W. H. Dulaney, Mr. T. L.
Barrett, and Mr. James Trabue,
of Louisville, were elected.

CENTRAL PAESBYTKRIAN
J u 1 y 4, 1872: Mephibosheith
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
Lodge, No. 184, I. 0. 0. F., meets
SUNDAY
Thursday evening at their hall
9:45 a.m. Sunaay School
over the Post-office. F. A. Pas10:55 a. m., Morning Service
teur, N. G., A. G. Ratliff, V. G.,
J. Goldnamer, Treasurer, D. H.
8:00 p. m. Youth Meeting
Armstrong, R. S.
7:00 p. m. Worship Service
•
• • •
WEDNESDAY
July 4, 1872: The Indians in7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
habiting the Indian Territory
have sent a most earnest and paOGDEN MWTHODIST
thetic memorial to President
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Grant asking protection against
o'clock
Church School, 9:45
encroachment on the lands s e t
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock apart for them by an act of
Methodist Youth Fellowship, Congress
of 1830, and in ac6 o'clock
diction to opiate drugs are charEvening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
acteristic. (Cocaine and some
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
other narcotics do have charactero'clock
istic symptoms.) Addicts frequentFIRST BAPTIST
ly spend their entire income, and
H. G. M. Hailer, Pastor
more, on drugs and do not eat.
Allen)
R.
Herman
(By
9:45 a. in. Sunday School
Therefore, most addicts are emapara
as
you,
If
—
Washington
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
ciated."
younga
suspect
ent or teacher,
6:15 p.m. Training Union
HEROIN
ster of having fallen victim to
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
(Treated separately because it
like
drug
opiate
an
to
addiction
Prayer—Wednesday,
Hour of
morphine or heroin, there is just is "particularly dangerous", so
7:30 p. m.
one thing to do to verify your much so that it is even unlawful
for a physician to have it in his
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
suspicions.
PRINCETON
"The only conclusive proof of possession.)
"Heroin may be sniffed or inCHURCH Or THE IMMACU- addiction to opiates," says a new
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- pamphlet issued by the District jected by hypodermic needle. It
INGTON
of Columbia Health Department," causes the sensation of floating
First, third and fifth Sundays, is the person's behavior after the in the clouds, shakiness and short,
drug is taken away from him. quick temper and fits of rage.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays, When the individual has been
"When heroin is withdrawn,
unable to provide himself with there is sneezing, excessive perMass at 10:00 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. the drug for a period of over 24 spiration, watering of the eyes
hours, very serious symptoms will and loss of weight."
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- develop. This can only be overSLEEPING PILLS (Barbiturates)
PITAL CHAPEL
dose of the
come by an
"True addiction to sleeping
First, third and fifth Sundays, drug."
pills is rare One suffering from
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
In other words, turn the young- sleeping pill addiction shows
Second and fourth Sundays,
ster over to the family physician symptoms of the drowsy stage of
Mass at 8 o'clock.
for observation, supplying t h e intoxication. There may be markHoly Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
doctor with all the information ed deviation from the normal as
Rev. William Borntraeger is you can about sudden changes in
inhibitions are relaxed. The indipastor and .the Rev. Richard behavior.
vidual is unable to coordinate;
::..lements is ass'Istant pastor.
The pamphlet, prepared for for example, cannot touch the
the guidance of parents and nose with the index finger. When
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
teachers, gives the following out- sleeping pills are withdrawn, the
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday line of the symptoms of addiction individual may experience conto the opiates in the "morphine vulsions."
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and group", and to sleeping pills:
MORPHINE GROUP
fourth Sunday afternoons at
MONEY IN THE SKY
'Included in this group are
2:30.
New York — (AP) — The diriPrayer meeung every Satur- morphine, codeine and heroin and gible mooring mast that the late
the more recently developed synday at 7:30 p. m.
Alfred E. Smith had built on top
thetic substitutes for morphine
of the Empire State Building is
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
such as demerol and methadone.
off in a way probably
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
'No signs and symptoms of ad- paying
never envisioned by "Al".
Radio Service. Sunday at 7:30
FREDONIA BAPTIST
a. M.
A television broadcasting mast
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
Sunday School-9:45 a. in.
surmounting this world's tallest
Services every Sunday. 11:00 building is bringing in $500,000 a
Morning Worship 11 a. m.
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
year in rents, according to George
Training Union-8 p.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
A. Hammer of the Charles F.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Noyes Co., agents.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
p. m.
Five local TV stations pay
$70,000 a year each to use the
FREDONI'i CUMBERLAND
PENTICOSTAL HOLINESS
mast, plus $30,000 a year for space
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor PRESBYTERIAN
for control equipment. In addiRev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
tion, the observation tower brings
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
in $800,000 a year in admissions.
m.
p.
6:15
Youth
Fellowship,
6:00
Young People's Service
Preaching each first and third
p.m.
HORSES ARE MOODY
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. Philadelphia — (AP) — A
prayer
Wednesday evening
thousand and one excuses have
service 7:00 p.m.
FREDONIA FIRST
been made for a horse losing a
PRESBYTERIAN
race. But Psychologist Rex B.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Hersey of the University of PennRalph McConnell, pastor
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. sylvania has found a new—and
Preaching services every secquite logical—one. His experiond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. CHURCH OF CHRIST
ments have shown that animals
and 7 p. m.
202 West Locust Street
are for many days on the upside
Prayer meeting every ThursLige Cook, Minister
day night at 7 p. m.
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m. in emotional poise, then they
Sunday school every Sunday
Preaching and communion each plunge down suddenly into a
trough of "blues" which may last
morning at 10 a. m.
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
from three to five days.
Training Union 6 p. m.
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
MIDWAY BAPTIST
Rev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a. in.
Services every Sunday
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 8 p.
Preaching 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Training Union 6:00 p. m.
Prayer meeting every WednesEvening service 7:00 p. m.
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
choir rehearsal.
For
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH Preaching each first and third
IRev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Sunday,11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m.
Services every second Saturday
Phone 3226
Sunday School every Sunday Hopkthsville Rd.
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday 10:00 a. m.
at 11 a. in.
Prayer meeting each WednesSunday School at 10 a.m. and day preceding first and third Sunservices on fourth Sunday at 11
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor
DONALDSON BAPTIST
Services every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
• Sunday School, 10 a. in.
Sunday School every Sunday at
Morning WorsElp, 11 a. m.
10.00 a. m.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
Prayer service, Wednesday,
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
7:00 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
Services each Saturday before
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Sunday School 10:00 a.
WHITE SULPHUR
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
11. M.
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:18 Sand traps aren't real trouble.
Ed Young, Supt.
. . The shot that can cost you
Tn.
P.
m.
a.
Service-11:00
Morning

$
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This famous statue represents an idea. Rodin's
"The Thinker" is not particularly the portrait of a
man immersed in thought.
It is the creation of a scu!ptor's sense of design, his
love and appreciation for
rhythm and form.
The artist transfers
thoughts and ideas into
visual beauty.
In much the same ma
ner, the Church is t
sculptor of man. It
strives for perfection
through instilling an
understanding and glorification of God. The
Church works with
the beauty of soul.
Through the Church we
realize that the only lasting and real beauty comes
from within. We are enabled to perceive the divine
nature of God by seeing
His Spirit reflected in the
ideals and actions of His
creation. In this way is the
Church our greatest asset
in building a world of

THE CHURCH FOR
ALL FOR THE ALL ...
The Church is the
CHURCH
greatest
the

fact% on earth for
building of character
and
It is a
storehouse of spiritual good citizenship
strong Church,
values
neither democrac-y nor Without a
can survive. There
we four aound clvifizatior
every person
reasons why
should attend
and suppon the
services regularl.,.
Church. They are
o..dada
rs7
w ny.
sake...(
(I)
..
2).
. For Is
h,s
sake of his
iiheildren's sake. (3) For
For the
Bake of the community and nation. (I) For the
Church
itself. which
and material
support Plan to goneecia his mora
larly and read
your Bible daily. to church reguSoak
Chapter versos
I
.4
W•deesdi;Y
IN.h.
pTI:udaaractd:a7y.
17
22.34
..........Act,.....................................•
3
33-is
Saturday. ................ .
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This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:

plenty is the one that bits
somebody. Don't dig deep into
hospital bills—and the lawsuit.
Carry our personal liability in-

Mitchell Bros. Plumbing
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Dial 2301
Princeton, Ky.

MARK CUNNINGHAM
Complete Insurance Service
Ill West Market St

Princeton Tire &
Recapping Co.
Complete Tire Service
Guaranteed Recapping and
Vulcanizing

Coleman & Son

PHONE 2081-2082

'ledge-Plymouth-Sales-Service
Washington & Jefferson

Shortt Electric Company
113 Market

Dial 305i

General Blackamithing & Welding
ift Washington - Princeton, KT.

Hobby's Garage
P. 0. Box 231

Phone 2556

PRINCETON, KY.

DIAL 3075

c-'evens Chevrolet Co
SALES & SERVICII
Dial 3505

now.

& Heating Company
Princeton, Ky.

Rowland Motor Co.

Mr.
e
were in

mous Lacey
gopkinsville.
goo Giannini
• both of Lo
parents, Mr
oisiogai, Fr
weekend.
„A Mrs. C. O.

Ferguson Tractors

Training Union-6:30 p. m.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Everett Hogan, Director
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Peeler
Sunday School every Sunday,
Evening Service-7:30 p. in.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday-- 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service every Sunday,
7:00 n m.
Attend the church where you 11:00 a. m. and 7: p. in.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
Will receive a cordial welcome.
P. m.
SECOND BAPTIST
MT. OLIVE GENERAL
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
BAPTIST
Sunday School 9:46 a. m.
Rev. C. A. Travis, Pastor
Morning worship 11 a. m.
services every fourth
Regular
m.
p.
6
Training Union
fiuAdely Skihool aoxis & an. ev-

T.17r eirta
irhninditinferNt
igaeCnG
rihtl.P
need
Spent

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

.W03'IlP.

The

iCat

o. A. Roland, Distributor
Hearing Aid - Batteries all Makes
PRINCETON, KY. 318 Kentucky Aye., Paducah, Ky.

John M. Wisdom Stave Mill
DIAL 3534

7$00111181v$1191111fro"
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Temperatures at Madrid, Spain,
Asnericans ate an average of
ansville, were visitors this week
in a day.
of her brother, Mr. F. P. Otannint
300 pounds of game per capita may vary 50 degrees
says threeArmy
S.
U.
The
and M r s. Glannini, Franklin
accorddays,
frontier
per year in
Cpl. George Powell has returnenlisted men
street.
ing to the National Geographic fourths of all its
d Week's News)
a
ten-day
after
to
Wisconsin
ed
have attended high school.
Roy
Mrs.
M
r
s.
Young,
Overby,
Mae
Society.
K
John
mrs.
furlough spent with his mother
left Monday for Morris and Miss Elaine Morris
will drive to Birmingham, Alaand other relatives.
tr ip. They will also
Mr. and Mrs. Kax Poe have
Katharine Garrett, at bama, where they will spend
their vacation with residents of
been visiting at Hopkinsville.
!I, and Mr. and Mrs.
am,
Lt.
Birmingh
Colonel and
.,; ess in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stallins
Mrs. Hugh S. Skees.
Mrs. Carl Sparks, Edhave moved to town.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
Templeton
spent the weekend
Robert Powell, Adrian Pool
daughter, Mrs. Jen- spent Tuesday and Wednesday at
and Marvin Tyrie were in the
Mr (iota, and Anne, Nashville, Tennessee, where they
Creswell community Sunday.
attended a florist designing
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
school.
VerMiss
Sneed and
spent Sunday in Crittenden counMrs.
Warren
and
Sr.,
Jackson,
in
.! spent Tuesday
ty.
Mrs. Jack Steele, both of Chicago,
Mrs. Cora McNeely has been
Ill., arrived Wednesday for a visMrs. Thomas Staple- it with Mrs. Hugh E.
confined to her home because of
Goodwin,
of
guests
were
torah,
,
illness the past week.
Hopkinsville street.
idn's brother, Mr. R.
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Pierson, of
John Gentry, of near Dawson,
West
Sneed,
Mrs.
,,,j
was in our community Saturdivy.
Pensacola, Florida, were called
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2441
to Princeton as the result of the
Emrich, 315 North recent injuries suffered by Mrs.
The first trans-Atlantic cable
returned home ai- May Dort and Mrs. J. H. Nickell.
ran from Newfoundland to IreIle.
Evansvi
d,
land.
Mrs. Pierson is Mrs. Dorr's
Smith, Mrs. L. L. daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. McElroy
.t Melville Young and
Mrs. J. R. Kevil, Mrs. and sons, Jimmy and Bobby, of
and Mr. and Mrs. L. Hodgenville, Kentucky, ace visit.c e r e in Evansville ing Mr. McElroy's parents, MT.
and Mrs. C. S. McElroy of North
as Lacey spteit Fri- Jefferson street. Mrs. McElroy
plans to visit her sister, Mrs.
,diannini and Mr. Jack Hugh Hunsaker of East Market
,tti of Louisville, via- street and her mother, Mrs. Flor:rents, Mr. and Mrs. ence Parr of Fredonia.
Mrs. 0. E. Arnold, of Central IN THE MIDST OF WRECKAGE: First Lieut. Kenneth L. Oden of Chicago is baptized by ChapFranklin street,
in Korea.
City, spent Thursday with Mr. lain Arthur E. K. Brenner, Bennington, Vt., in the muddy waters of Chinwi-chon riven
,,tekend.
Russian-made T-34 tank, which is partially
Mrs. C. 0. Doyal, Ev- and Mrs. Burhl Hollowell and A battered bridge in background and an abandoned
of fierce fighting that swept the area recently.
submerged and covered with debris, are results
)
Wirephoto
AP
via
Photo
Force
Air
S.
(U.
In addition to periodic examiPeggy. Miss Peggy Hollowell renations, a good school health proturned home with Mrs. Arnold
gram will include a great many
for a visit.
things, such as an adequate immunization program, school sanitation, the school lunch program,
health instruction and physical
education.
By Dr. W. L. Cash
There is a need for close coopgobioot to Jura wii16.4 rim
(County Health Officer)
D000routo sod odor otootikattont
eration between the h o me, the
t.
prodepartmen
health
health
and
the
school
school
effective
An
gram is closely allied with the They should work hand in hand
whole program of child health in to give the child the fundamentals of healthy living. The classthe community.
ideal poA thorough physical examina- room teacher is in the
daily health
tion, made by the family physi- sition to observe the
and to
cian, is the best preparation a habits of her students
to pars
suggestion
helpful
make
coming
the
for
receive
child can
might be imschool year. This examination ents as to how they
officer, the
In the '51 Mobilgas Economy
will discover correctible defects, proved. The health
t nurse, and
Run,a StudebakerCha mpion•
such as vision and hearing abnor- health departmen
A CHAMPION IN ADVANCEMENTS, TOO
and
did 214 to 6 actual miles per
malities, in the early stages whdn sanitarian- help the -teachers
thattustomatically
entries
the
possible
best
than
the
better
provide
parents
gallon
Big visibility one-piece windshield ... Brakes
they can best be treated and besawing...
-leverage"
"extra
sellratio
Variable
largest
other
...
program.
three
health
of the
adjust themselves
This Model
fore more serious damage occurs. school
Used
"black light" in-glow
Soft
...
latches
door
cars.
rotary
price
ing low
Tight-gripping
Regular
Pamphlets on various phases of
Good
Many children have been un... Automatic spark
•Slodolookor orordrivo. opelototl
strument panel dials . . . Automatic choke
available to
, Price $64.95
Condition
... Roomy interior.
at toxin. c•tt. toys otod
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Classified Ads
Shop. F.M., A.M., Auto Radios, WANTED: 3,000 listeners for raAutomatic record changers redio broadcast over station
WPKY from 12:20 to 12:50
paired. All work guaranteed.
13-tfc
p. m. Tuesday, October 30.
16-2tc
Clay Drennan.
FOR RENT: Office or apartment.
Unfurnished on East Court FOR SALE: White African gumeas. $1.50 each. John S. Mahan.
Square. Ca 1.1 3151, Princeton
16-Hp
14-tic
Dial 2161.

NOW IS THE TIME TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
FOR

CHRISTMAS PURCHASES

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
PRINCETON, KY.

DIAL 3211

MAKE
:YOUR.
4/FE 05
_art
_AefORE.

Ar er GocosutlNa .vAL,y,
r FOR
?OUR
'
it
.
t4AONE
S"'

•

11-fer-fl-#
.

0(

•.%&%11\ a'W

POTATOES, 10 lbs. Cobblers

43c
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS new crop, 5 lbs. 59c
MIRACLE WHIP SALAD DRESSING, qt. . . . . 59c

OLEO, 1 lb. Del-Grade

25c

GREEN PEAS, cooked dried, No. 303 can . 10c
CIGARETTES, all popular brands
$1.69
SALMON, Chum, tall can
45c
SARDINES, tall can

15c

CIDER, 1 gallon jug

69c

HALLOWEEN COOKIES, 2 lb. pkgs.

59c

DRIED MILK, 2 boxes

35c

(Makes 1 gallon and 1 quart of Buttermilk)

CALL US

WE DELIVER

HARRY'S GROCERY

ARRY HAS /7-I
.705)WASH INGTON St..! 3422
Ii

1

BROADCAST: Tune in an local BIDS ASKED: The Caldwell
station WPKY at 12:45 SaturCounty Board of Education will
day, October 17, and bear
receive sealed bids on the folthe Kentucky vs Florida
lowing: Hart School buildin$
football game, which will be
and outbuildings and school lot;
brought to you through the coNabb school building and outoperation of the Steger Lumber
building, Eureka school buildCompany and the Ashlanding and outbuildings. All bids
Aetna Sports network. Steger
must be In the office of the
Cardwell County Board of EduLumber Co.
16-1tc
cation by 10:00 a. m. November
LOST: Pointer, male. White body
5. The Board reserves the
with liver spot on side, liver
right to reject any and all bids.
head and ears, $100 reward. CALD NELL COUNTY
BOARD
Earl Adkins, Rt. 1, Providence, OF EDUCATION
. By Clifton
Kentucky. Phone 2681. 16-3tc
CHM Secretary.
15-31c
WE FINANCE cars, trucks, tractors, livestock, and furniture. FOR SALE: Seat covers for old
and some late model cars, reOffice open every Saturday
duced from $15.95 to $12.95, infrom 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. beginstalled. Trucks reduced from
ning Saturday, November 3,
$9.95 to $7.95, installed, while
1951. J. E. Stuart, Finance, Hill
present stock lasts. Strong's
Building, 1281
/
2 East Main
Texaco Station, Main & Plum,
Street, Princeton, Kentucky.
Phone 3111.
33-ctf
16-tic

FOR SALE: At Leader office, LOOK: It is self service and free
parking at The Ideal Food MarRemington Rand Duplicator
ket.
45-tic
ink, stencil, correction fluid,
typewriter ribbon, carbon pap- FOR SALE: Porter
paints for the
er, also Remington Rand typeinside or outside of your house
writers and adding machine.
or barn or other outbuildings.
See Hodge Motor Sales & Impl.
WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or
Co., phone 2093, W. Main street.
shampoo for home use try
45-tic
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need
your head in our business COLD STORAGE ROOMS: For
45- tfc
meat, vegetables, fruits, eggs
and etc. Phone 2707, Citizens
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
Ice Co., Princeton.
4-1 tc
models; clocks, jewelry repaired. All work guaranteed. Chas. FOR SALE: 40 head of dairy type
"Pete" Russell, certified watchcows and heifers, bred to our
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
registered Hereford bulls. Also
2 good registered Hereford
33-tie
bulls, 2/
1
2 years and 6 I:not:eft
FOR SALE: Majestic coal and
old. High quality fescue 60c,
wood range in good usable conand ladino $1.00 and $1.26. At
dition. Has six caps. Alvin Lisfarm or call 3119. Collinsanby, phone 2203, Princeton, Shrewsbury.
15-2tc
Ky.
14-tic
SEED FOR SALE: Bearded BarPRINCETON RADIO SALES &
ley, Vigo Wheat, Balboa Rye,
SERVICE: 203 N. Harrison. In
Hairy Vetch and Winter Turf
rear of Russell's 'Jewelry
Oats. Robinson Imp]. & Motor
Co., phone 2053, Princeton, Ky.
16-2tc

Pay all your Is Its
in one lump sum •••
We'll lend you the
money to pay all
your bills. Then
you'll have only
ONE place to pay
and ONE payment to make
each month.

fl

ntmtcde
FINANCE CORP.of Effi
•
110 West Market
Phone 21181
A. M. Richardson, Mgr.
••••••••••••••.•

Red Front Stores
ORANGE JUICE, Dr. Phillips
46 as. can 27c

4/

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Donald Duck
46 oz. can 23e
5/
CHERRIES, River Garden, Red Sour
pitted, 19 oz. can 23c
5/
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
16 oz. can 10c
TOMATOES, Sweet William, solid
pack, No. 2 can 15c

12/

7/

PEACHES, Sunshine in heavy syrup
No. 2V2 can 27c
4/
TURNIP GREENS, Nancy Lee
No. 2 can 12c
PEAS, Hearthstone
No. 303 can 14c
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
1014 oz. can 10c

10/

8/

12/

CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
No. 2 can 2714c
4/
PEACH PRESERVES, Hunt's
1 lb. jar 28c

4/

sr
$1"
$1"
$1"
$1"
$1"
$1"
$1"
$1"
sr
$1"

2.41/

Si.

SAUER KRAUT, Scott County
No. 2 can 9c

12/

$1"

CORN, Rosedale, Wh. Cr. Style
No. 2 can 134c

8/

$1.°8

GREEN BEANS, Arkoo, cut
No. 2 can 1314c

8/

$1"
.

12/

$1"

4/

$1
"

TOMATO JUICE, Brunson
46 oz. can 211c
VEGETABLE BEEF SOUP, Phillips
10,4 oz. can He

1, $r

MACKEREL, Sea Gold
No. 1 tall can 1714c

6/

$1
"

APPLE BUTTER. Farm Brand
28 oz. jar 25e

5/

$1
"

TOMATO SAUCE, Hunt's
8 oz. can 9c

12/

$J 643

FACIAL SOAP, Country Estate,
10 bars to plastic bag

49(

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

FOR SALE: One good five room
and bath dwelling located on
the Street named after Atne#Tca's largest Bird of Prey. Modern conveniences, a good buy.
Call K. R. Cummins Insurance
and Real Estate. Telephone
3555 and 2595.
16- I tc
FOR RENT: 3 unfurnished rooms,
307 N. Jefferson. Mrs. Odie
Wood. Phone 2087.
17-2tc

1

BANANAS, large fancy ripe
lb.

14k

pound

24(PORK SAUSAGE,
1 pound roll

43(

lb.

FOR SALE: Heavy weight steel
buckets with bail and lid. 5gal. capacity. 25c each, 5 for $1.
Capitol Theatre, phone 9091.
17-k
SAVE THE IDEAL WAY: Shop
at The Ideal Food Market. 45-tfc
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FOOD MARKETS

Ray-Crider-McNabb Post
121 E. Main Street

arAatt

Automobile Accessories
—VISIT —

Bill's Auto Associate Store
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Sam McConnell, proprietor
128 E. Main

Phone 3726
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VOTE FOR

LISANBY
TUESDAY

TUESDAY

NOV. 6

NOV. 6

1951

1951

ELECTION

ELECTION

For

COMMONWEALTH
ATTORNEY
Actions speak louder than words. You know both my personal
and official record. You also know my opponent, Chas. McGough, and his record. We are about the same age and have
lived in this county all our lives. Which one would you rather
have as your personal legal advisor? Which one can best represent you and Caldwell county in this important District office?
Vote for your choice.
For over fifty years Lisanbys have helped Caldwell county
build churches, schools, courthouses, roads, and in other public
matters vitally affecting all the citizens of Caldwell count y.
Public service is our business.
Some are saying that although I will win in the District, I may
have a hard time carrying this county. Surely it is pardonable
pride to want to carry my home county by a nice majority. I believe there are enough honest, law-abiding and Christian citizens, both Democratic and Republican in this county to carry it
for me if you will only come out and vote.

I NEED AND EARNESTLY SOLICIT YOUR VOTE and INFLUENCE
ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 19 51

PRON.

MORE FOR YOUR.MONEY EVERY TIME
41. Ito°

It appearing to the court that that
portio
hitchrack lot left after leasing to the
Aetna
Company will be needed for teams and it
is
by ordered by the court that the county off'
take necessary steps to see that cars and tr

FOR SALE: Highly desirable
five-room dwelling with all
modern conveniences—t hree
minutes walking distance from
K. R. Cummins' Insurance and
Real Estate Offices. Price and
location given only in confidence. Telephone 3555. 17-lie

soy—
••T HE YAW. IS A 0000 OUTFIT"

MEAT SPECIALS
SUGAR CURED JOWL

Radios

FOR SALE: One Tappan gas
cooking range. Good condition.
If interested call 2233.
17-1tc

auqwwieso•—.6••

APPLES, Turley WInesap, 11. S. No. 1
pound

NOTICE

FOR SALE: One registered Abeideen Angus Bull bred by T. E.
Little and son, of Retiton, Ky.
Elinemere Breeding. See Jimmy Wallace or cal) 2152. 17-Up

TOILET SOAP, Dainty
bar 6c

SARDINES, in oil or mustard
No. /
14. size 10c

Electrical Appliances

PHOSPHATE: We have received
two cars of 20 per cent SuperPhosphate. We can now take
care of your AAA orders. Robinson Impl. & Motor Co.,
Princeton, Ky.
16-2tc

•wr

..•••

Thursda ,n-4,06025,
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